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Title:

The COlTIplaint Process in Protective Services for Children.

APPROVED BY MEMBERS OF TIl

GROUP PROJ?MMITTEE:

Arthur C. ElTIlen, Chai rlTIan

This is a descriptive study of the cOlTImunity process by which
a complaint is made to a protective service agency.

It is by this

proce s s that deviant child care is fi r st identified and the deci sian to
take action is made.

The study develops a typology of the cOlTIplaint

proce s sand identifi(3 s seven elelTIents as significant in complaints
that reach community agencies.

The elements were: the calTIplaint

situation, the precipitating events that brought the complaint situation
to the attention of SOlTIeone outside the nuclear falTIily, the relationship between the cOlTIplainant and family, the cOlTIplainant's

2
motivation for responding to the complaint situation,

th~

complain-

ant's justification for making the complaint, the social support for
making the complaint sought and received by the complainant, and
the complainant's knowledge of an e'Stablished channel of communication for making the complaint.

Essentially the question asked was

who complains about what to whom and why.
Data were obtained from questionnaires representing lOl complaints about ninety-six families.

These questionnaires were COIn-

pleted with inforInation from the WOInen's Protective Division of the
Portland Police Bureau, the Multnomah County Juvenile Court, and
the MultnoInah County Public Welfare COInInission on complaints received priInarily during a one Inonth period.

Statistical

ana~yses

consisted of computer cross tabulations of the study variab..les.
Two -thirds of the complainants were froIn the private sector
of the community while one -third were agency personnel.

Private

indi vidual s usually knew of the c oInplaint situation th rough fi r st hand
observation over a period of time.

A vast majority of the relatives

and one -fourth of the non-relatives who complained had cared for
the children in the past.

Although only one -fourth of the complain-

ants actually sugge sted an inve stigation, three -fourths of the refe rrals were accepted for service and investigated.
It was found that all of the complaint situations could be classified as neglect, abuse, or inadequate supervi sion.

Abuse
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situations were rated highly serious for the child(ren) involved while
inadequate supervision situations were rated least serious.

In half

of the situations reported a breakdown in or a lack of a child care
arrange:ment led to the co:mplaint, usually of inadequate ?upervision.
;,

The data suggested that a pri:mary element of a successful
complaint process is social confirmation and support, especially in
situations of neglect which were the most difficult for complainants
to evaluate.

Motivations for complaints feU into three categories:

concern for the child, self concern, and mixed concern.

Child con-

cern was most prevalent in situations determined to be highly serious.

A universal characteristic was the complainant's need to

legitimize the cOInplaint through discrediting the parents involved-"discrediting information" is defined as information which was
negative and unrelated to the complaint situation.

Strong evidence

of discrediting information, however, was associated with neglect
rather than with either abuse or inadequate supervision.
The evidence converged on a typology of the cOInplaint process
in which each different complaint situation involved a different profile of the complaint process.

The essential element of a successful

abuse complaint was a highly serious situation; for a successful
neglect complaint it was the presentation of discrediting inforInation;
and for a complaint of inadequate supervision it was the lack of a
child care arrangement.
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Knowledge of the complainant's early diagnosis and motivation
for action is essential to the building of a system that will facilitate
the reporting of neglect and abuse.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

-This is a report of a descriptive study of protective service
complaints as a social process.

The study is an exploration of the

community phase of complaints that are successfully lodged with an
appropriate agency.

It deals only briefly with the response of the

agency to the complaint.

Es sentially the que stion asked is --who

complains about what and to whom and why.

1.

RATIONALE

Public concern for neglected, abused and exploited children
has been evidenced in this country since 1866 when the first case was
brought to court in New York,

Despite the functioning of protective

services since that time, Zalba estimates that there are between
200, 000 and 250, 000 children in the United State s needing protective
services each year (1966, p. 8).
Responsibility for initiation of social services for child protection rests largely in the community because few requests for help
corne from the child's immediate family.

The nature of the problem

makes it obvious that the parent who has been neglecting or abusing
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his child does not request service of his own volition (De Francis
1961).

Thus, the definition of what is deviant child-rearing behavior

becomes a joint responsibility of community and protective agency
(BoehITl 1964).

The family's contacts within the cOITlmunity often

constitute the source of initial diagnosis of child neglect, abuse, or
exploitation and forITla "lay referral" network which leads to professional consultation with an appropriate agency (Landy 1960).

This

network :r;nay include relatives of the faITlily, individuals with whoITl
the family comes in contact, cOITlITlunity organizations such as
churche s and schools, and social agencie s who refer the faITlily for
protective service.
Awareness of the need for reporting of child abuse has followed
identification of the battered child syndrome (KeITlpe 1962).

Increas-

ingly' states have passed legislation ITlaking mandatory the reporting
of abuse by professionals who learn of it as a result of their official
dutie s.

The fact that such legi slation has been nec e s sary to encour-

age reporting by doctors, teachers, school and public health nurses,
social workers, and police personnel (BoardITlan 1962 and EIITler
1960) indicates that there ITlay be even greater iITlpediITlents to reporting by the layman who is not professionally· engaged in responsibility for the welfare of people.

The lack of siITlilar specific legal

sanction for lay referrals acc entuate s the t.endency of the public not
to get involved in the affairs of others (Class 1960).

Young (1964)
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states that preventive planning must begin with the identification of
children who need protective services.

Someone must take respon-

sibility for reporting: and there must be a community structure with
clear channels of communication that are known to the public.
It is this community process which precedes protective action,
and the elements that constitute the process that are explored in this
study.

Knowledge of this early diagnosis and the motivation for ac-

tion upon it is essential to the building of a system to facilitate such
reports.

II.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A survey of literature shows an increasing intere st in the prob1em of child neglect and abuse during recent years.

However very

little attention is given to the initial complaint action or to the community processes by which deviant child care is initially ideJ;ltified.
A search of the journals in the fields of child welfare, social
work, and probation and parole indicates that most of the attention
has been given to these areas: (1) descriptions and typologies of
neglect and abuse situations, (2) profiles of families that neglect and
abuse their children, (3) .legal bases for intervention and operation
of the legal system in neglect and abuse cases, (4) treatment of identified neglect and abuse and the operation of protective services,
(5) coordination and cooperation between community organizations in
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the treatment and identification of neglect and abuse.
The community phase preceding the initiation of protective services has been largely ignored by those who have investigated this
problem.

Boehm (1964) recognizes that the community shares with

the agency the re sponsibility for deci sions about the need for inte rvention:
Someone in the comrnuni ty must feel strongly enough
about the behavior and consider the need for community
irlterv;ej1ltiqn§:e,rious: enough to take s!eps to lodge a complaint with the protective agency. (p. 453)
Young (1964) points out the need for ITlore widespread assumption of responsibility for identification by individuals and agencies
who corne in contact with neglectful and abusive familie s.
The iITlpediments to careful appraisal of the child's situation
are noted by Boardman (~962t.

She points out that doctors, nurses,

and policewomen identify with the parents unless the situation is
grossly obvious or suggests sexual attack.

In the extreme situations

there is more likely to be an identification with the child and a punitive attitude toward the parent.

The existence of a societal taboo

that prevents the recognition of the possibility of abuse and leads
middle-class professional people to disregard the evidence is

dis~

cus sed by Elmer (1966).
Jeter (1963) surveyed child welfare service s and pre sents di stributions of the sources of protective service referrals to private
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and public agencie s.
A study of community attitudes toward protective service and
the influence these attitudes have upon professional staff was made by
Stre shinsky, Billing sley and Gurgin (1966)..

The community influence

is reflected in the orientation toward use of law enforcement by
public welfare personnel.
Gil and Noble (1967) studied public knowledge, attitudes, and
opinions about child abuse.

Of special interest is data recording how

respondents thought they would react upon learning that a child had
been abused or on witnessing the abuse.

The respondent's knowledge

of community resources and their use was assessed.
The literature on social proce s s in the community contribute s
to the understanding of the complaint process.

Landy (1960), Fellin

(1968), and Garfinkel (1956) are to be noted for their contributions.
Fellin emphasizes that the norms of the neighborhood are important aspects of social control.

The neighborhood serves as a first

resource for problems that cannot be resolved within the family.
The "lay teferral" system as a first resort of the individual
seeking:.help is discussed by Landy.. Similar networks within the
community are reported upon in this study.

Although Landy was

writing about the individual seeking help for himself, similar patterns were found in the present study when a citizen sought help for
an abused or neglected child.
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To respond plrotectively toward someone else's child, however,
inevitably involves some degree of complaint about the behavior of
the parents of the child.

In the present study the content of these

complaints was analyzed and found to contain not only reference to
specific parental behaviors affecting the child- -neglect or abuse -but also a variety of information about the parents' drinking, past
hospitalization, etc., that presumably was presented to provide some
understanding of the deviance of the parental behavior and that tended
to di sc redi t the parents as hnmoral or incompetent.
The complaint process, and especially the prevalence of dis""
crediting. information in the complaints, points to the applicability
of Garfinkel's (1956) analysis of the conditions of successful degradation ceremonies .. The denouncer (complainant) must get witnesses
(agency) to appreciate the characteristic s of the perpetrator (bad
parent) as a type that is a reversal of the sacred (good parent).

The

denouncer identifies himself with the group values and delivers the
denunciation in their name.

"In our society the tribal council has

fallen. into secondary importance; among lay persons the denunciation
has given way to the complaint to the authorities" (p. 422).

Gar-

finkel's work was found useful in interpreting the function of some of
the behaviors found to be characteristic of the complaint process.
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III.

one

FOCUS AND SCOPE

of the initial aims of the study was to investigate the link

between the breakdown of child care arrangements arid protective
complaints to com~unity agencies.

The existence of such a link was

suggested by reports from shelter care agencie s in Portland.

Some

of the children brought in to shelter care were referred by babysitters or persons who had
children.

hadia'childcare.re~pansibility·
f or'

the

These agency reports of complaints revealed from the

agency side the existence of a complaint process that a Portland
study was investigating at the neighborhood level where child care
arrangements are found to break down and elicit the concern of
neighbors (Emlen 1968).

Initially, the variables to be explored in-

chided the proportion of all complaints that are related to a breakdown in or lack of substitute child care arrangements, the geographical distribution of such complaints, the complainant's involvement in
the child care situation, and the exploration of the nature of the
complaint and referral process.

An objective was to make an as-

Sessment of the need for child care servic'es in the light of the
information that had be:e.n, gathered.
In the process of formulating the focus and scope of the present
study, however, it

~as

decided not to attempt,}Q test hypotheses

about the relationships between such variables.

It became evident
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that a more basic description of the complaint process was needed
first, in order to determine the essential elements of a complaint
that initiates some action by a community agency.

In response to

this need the research team reformulated the objectives of the study
to focus upon the development of a typology of the complaint proce s s.
This typology incorporates a child care dimension as well as other
factors that influence the manner in which complaints are made.
The question asked is, what are the significant elements of the
complaint process and do they relate to each other?

The selection

of these elements is the hypothesis that is to be explored.

Seven

elements were identified for study:
(1) The complaint situation, that is, the situation in the family that
constitutes some kind of threat to the child.
(2) The precipitating events that brought the complaint situation to
the attention of the complainant or persons outside of the nuclear
family.
(3) The relationship between complainant and family that provides
the basis for the complainant's observation of, or knowledge of,
the complaint situation.
(4)

The complainant's motivation for responding to the complaint
situation.

(5) The complainant's justification or reasons for making the
complaint.
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(6)

The social support for making the complaint sought and received
by the complainant.

(7) The complainant's knowledge of an e stabli shed channel of communication for making the complaint.
The complaint situation is that situation that is described by
the complainant to the authority he contacts.

No distinction ihas been

made between "true" or "false" information.

The many legal and

social definitions of neglect and abuse have not been used in deter. mining if the complaint is justified.

The definition of the complainant

that this situation is deviant child care and "needs to be looked into"
has been accepted.
The study has been limited to the complaint itself and the immediate reaction of the

agency~

It does not explore later information

. obtained by the agencies or what plan was made to deal with the
situation.
Subsequent chapters will describe the methods used in the
study, the description of the complaint process, a discussion of the
findings, and their implications for. social policy and social work
practice.

CHAPTER II

METHOD OF STUDY

This chapter describes the methods that were developed to obtain and analyze data that would lead to a typology of the complaint
process.

The specific objectives were to determine the significant

elements of the process and to determine how these elements were
related.

The following sections include a discus sion of the plan for

data collection, the sample, the content of the schedule - -including
conceptualization of the phases of the complaint process, methods
for coding the data, methods used to determine the reliability of the
coding, methods for systematizing the data, the limitations of the
data, and the validity of the data.

1.

PLAN FOR DATA COLLECTION

Complaints regarding deviant child care are lodged with both
public and private agencies.

Of the many agencies in Multnomah

County that were potential sources of data, the Women's Protective
Division of the Portland Police Bureau, the Multnomah County Juvenile Court and the Multnomah County Public Welfare Commission
were selected to participate in the study.

These agencies were
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chosen because they are the primary agencies in Multnornah County
. prepared to receive and take action in connection with complaints of
child neglect, abuse, and/ or exploitation,

Many of the people in the

community are aware of these agencies as appropriate places to lodge
a complaint.
The primary function of the Women's Protective Division is
protective and preventive work with women and children within the
city of Portland who have been reported to the police.

Its services

include dealing with situations involving delinquent and dependent
girls under age eighteen and boys under age twelve.

It investigates

conditions reported as hazardous to children and attempts, often in
cooperation with other law e~.forcement agencies and social agencies,
to correct conditions which are found to be detrimental to children
(Tri-County Community Council 1965).
As well as having exclusive jurisdiction over cases of delinquency, the Multnomah County Juvenile Court has, by statute, exclusive jurisdiction over cases of dependency and neglect (Tri-County
, Community Council 1965).

Twelve of the thirty counselors at the

Juvenile Court deal with referrals regarding deviant child care.
Eight of the twelve counselors receive. referrals made to the court by
various agencies or individuals in the community including the county
and city police, the Women's Protective Division, schools, social
agencies, and parents and citizens who feel that the case should
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receive consideration by the court.

Four of the twelve counselors

handle the referrals made to the court by hospitals and doctors regarding battered or abused children.

The Juvenile Court does not

classify children thirteen or older as abused nor does the agency
classify any cases as delinquency when the children involved are
twelve years of age or younger.

The court does not accept anony-

mous complaints but refers them to the welfare department for investigation due to the difficulty involved in taking legal action when
the complainant will not identify himself.
Among the functions of the Multnomah County Public Welfare
Commi s sion is the admini stration of all categorie s of child welfare
services in the county in accordance with state laws and the State
Public Welfare Commission regulations (Tri-County Community
Council 1965).

Through the Children's Department county -wide s e r-

vices are offered for children including protective services to neglected and abused children.

The Children's Department intake unit

is the receiving arrn of the Children's Departrnent for new complaints
frorn private individuals and agencies regarding abused, neglected or
dependent children.

Shelter Care is a specialized unit within the

Children's Departrnent.

Its prirnary purpose is to provide erner-

gency placenlent in hornes for children who have been abandoned or
who can no longer rernain in their own horne.
operates on a twenty-four hour basis.

The Shelter Care unit

It typically siJ-pervises
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children referred by police departments or the Multnomah County
Sheriff's Department; it does not receive complaints from private individuals.

In order to carry out its primary function, this unit main-

tains shelter care homes and, if necessary, places the children
received by them in foster care.

The Family Service units offer help

through basic public assistance programs, protective services for
children and adults in their own homes, and related social casework
services (Tri-County Community Council 1965).
When the above agencies were contacted during the spring of
1968, they indicated willingness to participate in the study.

Prior to

the time the study began;!members of the research team met with one
or more representatives from each agency to explain the rationale for
the research project and to determine the most effective means for
collecting the desired data from the agency.
A questionnaire was developed for eliciting and organizing the
data about the complaint process.

The research team planned to pre-

test the questionnaire, evaluate it, revise it and then prepare a final
draft which could be completed by agency per sonnel at the time they
received complaints regarding deviant child care.

The pretest was

to include all the complaints received by the Children's Department
intake caseworkers and the Shelter Care unit caseworkers during the
week of July 29, 1968.

The revised questionnaire was to be com:-

pleted on complaints made to the WOTIlen' s Protective Divi sion, the
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Multnomah County Juvenile Court and selected units of the Multnomah County Public Welfare Commission during the period from
.A:ugust 15, 1968 through September 15, 1968.

The revi s ions and

deviations from this plan will be described below.
The Captain of the Women's Protective Division indicated that
the routine reports made by her staff contained the information being
sought with the exception of the community involvement phase of the
cQmplaint process, i. e., the contacts the complainant made with
others in connection with the complaint situation prior to contacting
the Women's Protective Division.

She believed that this could be ob-

tained at the time referrals were made to the agency and incorpo:rated into the routine reports.

The data were obtained from a copy

of routine reports written during the period from August 15, 1968
through Se'ptember 15, 1968 regarding deviant child care.

The in-

formation was transferred from the police reports to the questionnaire by two members of the research team.
In order to prevent duplication of time and effort, complaints
made to the Juvenile Court during the period from August 15, 1968
to, September 15, 1968 were screened to eliminate complaints referred by the Women's Protective Division or referred to the Shelter
Care unit of the Multnornah County Public Welfare Cammi s sion.
During the month the data were being collected the Juvenile Court
ledger was examined weekly for those cases recorded as neglect or
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dependency.

The counselor for each child identified as dependent or

neglected was contacted to learn whether the case was appropriate
for the research project.

If it was appropriate, the court counselor

completed the questionnaire or a member of the research team completed it during an interview with the counselor.

It was found, in

many instances, that the children identified as neglected or dependent children had been referred to the court because of delinquent behavior but were categorized as neglected or dependent because they
were under twelve years of age,
The intake caseworkers in the Children's Department and the
Shelter Care caseworkers receive, all the complaints made to the
Children's Department regarding deviant child care.

Family Service

caseworker s also receive complaints regarding familie s they are
working with.

The intake workers for the Children' s Department

and the caseworkers in the Shelter Care unit agreed to complete
questionnaires on any complaints received during the we.ek of the
pretest and during the period from August 15, 1968 through September 15, 1968.

Caseworkers representing two Family Service units

also agreed to participate in the study from August 15, 1968 through
September 15, 1968.
During the week of July 29, 1968 when the questionnaire was
pretested, seven questionnaires were completed by Children's Department intake caseworkers and four questionnaires were completed
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by Shelter Care caseworkers.

Although questionnaires were only to

be completed on complaints received during that week, the dates the
complaints were made to the agency ranged from'March 18, 1968
through August 6, 1968.

The date of one complaint was unknown.

Because only three minor changes were made on the pretest ques'tionnaire for the purposes of clarification and because these changes
did not affect the content of the information elicited, the data obtained on the eleven pretest questionnaires were included in the final
analysis.
Data collection for the study concentrated on the one month
period from August 15, 1968 through September 15, 1968.

Of the

103 questionnaires completed during this period of time, thirty were
completed' regarding complaints that had been made to an agency
outside this one month period.

With the inclusion of the eleven pre-

test questionnaires, a total of 114 questionnaires were completed
for the study.

The sample of complaints is shown in Table I.

Because the study focused on the complaint process, the complaint was the unit of analysis for the study.

In several instances

one agency received a complaint and referred it on to one or both of
the other agencies involved in the study.

For example, the Women's

Protective Division received a complaint from the Bureau of Sanitation regarding inadequately supervised children.

The Women's

Protective Division referred this complaint to the Juvenile Court who
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TABLE I
SAMPLE OF COMPLAINTS REGARDING DEVIANT CHILD CARE

Number of
Questionnaires
Collected

Dates of
Complaints
Included in
Sample

Children's Department

20

3/ 18/68 - 9/12/68

Shelter Care Unit

19

7/12/68 -9/10/68

Sample
Source
Multnomah County Welfare Department:

3

Family Service 'Qnit

Total

8/ 8/68 - 8/29/68

61
114

7/18/68 -9/16/68

referred it on to the Children's Department.
had been completed by the

Wom~en' s

/68 -8/23/68

11

Multnomah County Juvenile Court
Women's Protective Division

7/

Although questionnaires

Protective

Division~

the Juvenile

Court, and the Children's Department, this was treated as one complaint.

In one situation a complainant wrote to the Welfare Commis-

sion and to the Women's Protective Division simultaneously regarding the same situation; thi s was treated as one complaint., Complaints
received by an agency from one person regarding two different
families also were treated as one complaint.

In one instance two

separate complaints about the same family were combined in error.
When different data appeared on different questionnaires
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involving the same c9mplaint, these were combined.

For exalTIple,

-

one complaint made to, the Juvenile Court classified the complaint!I!'
situation as one involving inadequate food and inadequate medical
care while the Children's Department classified the complaint situation as one involving abuse and inadequate physical care.

When the

two questionnaires were combined, all four characteristics of the
complaint situation were used.
Two questionnaires were excluded from the sample.

One was

excluded because the situation was a request for service by a mother
rather than a complaint regarding deviant child care.

The other was

, e,?~cluded because the information used to complete it was gleaned
from a supplemental report, rather than an original report of deviant
child care, which had been received from the Women's Protective
Division.
In order to determine the number of families involved, the
family names were listed in alphabetical order and the names, ages,
and numbers of children in the family were listed and compared.

In

the six families where no family name was given, it was determined
that these were different families through comparing the names,
ages, and numbers of children involved.
Out of a total of 1 ~4 questionnaires involving complaints made
to the three agencies where concern was expressed about the care of
a child, the combining and excluding of questionnaires reduced the
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sample size to 101.

The se 101 complaints involved a total of ninety-

six families.

II.

SCHEDULE CONTENT

In order to develop a typology of the complaint process it was
necessary to elicit data which would make it possible to determine
the essential elements of a successful complaint,i. e., the lodging
of a complaint with a community agency that is prepared to initiate
some action.
Because basic knowledge was sought regarding the complaint
process up to the time the complaint was lodged with an agency, an
attempt was made to learn the:.histo;,y of each c0D;lplai:q,t, 'the motivation for the complaint, the kind of social relationship between the
complainant and the family, and whether or not a breakdown in or
lack of child care was as sociated with the type of complaint situation.
Other dimensions of the complaint process that were explored were
the complainant's knowledge of the agency's functions based on action
the complainant recommended, and the action the agencies initially.
took in

re~ponse

to a given complaint.

A que stionnaire was designed for the use of the community
agencies at the point of intake. for any complaint in which concern
was expressed about the care of a child.

While recognizing that

there may be a link between delinquency and neglect, the
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questionnaires were not to be completed when delinquency was the
primary reason for the referral.

However, if the complaint was

made primarily because of deviant 'child care re suIting in neglect,
abuse, ,abandonment, or inadequate parenting rather than because of
the delinquent behavior of a child, questionnaires were completed.
To obtain the data needed to determine the significant elements
of the complaint process the questionnaire was divided into four
major sections: the content of the complaint, the observation of the
complaint situation, community involvement in the complaint process, and disposition and additional information.

Under the section

. on the content of the complaint the team hoped to solicit specific information about who complained about what to which agency, why the
complainant decided to make the complaint at that specific time, and
what action, if any, the complainant thought should be taken.

Of the

~

seven elements identified for study in the first chapter, four were
obtained from this first section: the description of the complaint
situation, the precipitant of the complaint, the complainant's motivation for re sponding to the situation, and the reason or justification
for making the complaint.
The complainant's knowledge of the situation was a fifth element selected for study.

It was obtained from the second section of

the questionnaire, the obsell':vation of the complaint situation.

Here

the research group attempted to elicit specific information about how
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the complainant knew about the situation, what the relationship was
between the complainant and the family, how long the situation had
existed, and whether the complainant was caring for, or had cared
for, the child(ren) involved.

This section also elicited further in-

formation regarding the child··care dimension including whether a
breakdown in or lack of a child care arrangement was involved in the
complaint situation and, if so, who was supposed to be providing the
child care and how the arrangement broke down.
The final two elements selected for study were the support the
complainant received prior to making the complaint and the complainant's knowledge of an established channel of communication for
making the complaint.

These elements were elicited for study from

the third section of the questionnaire, the community-involvement
phase of the complaint process.

The complainant's community con-

tacts leading up to contact with the agency, the purpose of these contacts, and the sequence of contacts, were requested.

From this

information the communication networks involved in each of the complaint processes were diagramed to illustrate how the communicative
acts moved from the private sec'forof the community to community
agencies (the history of the complaint).
The final section of the questionnaire was designed to determine the agencies' initial response tO'the complaint.
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III.

CODING THE DATA

The data was coded according to the master classification sheet
and the coding instructions shown in Appendices Band C.

Ail indi-

vidual code sheet was used to record the information for each case.
The c:uder.s rna°r.ked the appropriate blank for a particular item on the
individual code sheet.

For example, in item I-A (source of com-

plaint) tha;Gode-rs indic ated that the complaint carne either from
agency personnel (box a) or from a private individual (box b) but not
from both.

Seventeen items were coded with mutually exclusive

categories while the.:;cocl.ers checked all categories that applied for
seven items.
The majority of items in the schedule were nominal items, that
is, a series of classes of categories with no order relationships
manifested by the numbers assigned to the categories (Senders 1958).
In item I-A, for example, the coder s indicated the source of the
complaint as "agency personnel" or "private individuaL
or relations1(lip existed between the two categories.

-fI

No order

A few items,

however, did contain order relationships and were thus ordinal
scales (Phillips 1966).

In itemI-C (seriousness of the situation) the

coders assigned a ranked value of one to four to describe a condition
of ascending seriousness.

The number 4 indicated a condition more

serious than the number 3 and

so~on.

Likert:..type sc"ales,
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intervalnscales and ,ratio: scales were 'n{)t . utilized.

The

items were non-parametric or distribution-free in the sense
that Il;o-aasumptions

~w~<re_:'m.ade

sample as to imply a

complet~ly

about the precise form of the

specified population distribution as

in a normal curve or parameter, (Anderson and Zelditqh 1968,
and Siegel 1956).

I,

IV.

RELIABILITY OF THE CODING

"A measuring instrument, " states Phillips, "is reliable if it
yields the same result in repeated application to the same phenomena" (Phillips 1966, p. 163).

The measuring instrument was the

judgment of the coders; therefore their judgment had to be tested in
repeated applications to all the items on the schedule.

Each item

was coded by two coders who completed a single item for all the
cases rather than coding case by case.

Thus, all the cases were

coded for item I-A before proceeding to item I-B and so on.
All the members of the group participated in the coding.
coders initially agreed on the item to be coded.

Two

They then selected

ten cases at random from the sample and each coded independently
according to the instruction sheet.

When both had completed ten

they compared their results to determine their reliability.

If they

agreed in all the responses they often proceeded independently to
code that item for the remainder of the cases.

If a lower reliability
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was obtained they attempted to reconcile their differences.

After

doing this they selected another ten cases and repeated the same process.

A third, fourth, or fifth sample might be selected before the

coders achieved sufficient reliability to proceed independently.
Four items (I-A, I-H, I-I, and II-A-2) yielded 100 per cent
reliability on the first sample with no code changes.

No interpreta-

tion was needed, for example, to discriminate an agency from a
private individual as the source of a complainL(item·I-A).
Six items (II-C-l, II-C-2, II-D-l, II-D-2, II-F-l, and II-F-2)
yielded 100 per cent reliability on the first sample but required
minor changes in the schedule (see Appendix D for these changes).
Five items (I.-:G-l, II-A-l, II-B, II-E-l, and IV) yielded high
reliability but required more sampling by the coders.

See Table II.

TABLE II
RELIABILITY OF ITEMS REQUIRING ADDITIONAL SAMPLING

Item

Number of
Samples

Reliability
(in %)

I-G-l

5

94

II-A-l

4

90

II-B

4

85

II-E -1

2

100

IV

2

95
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Four iteTIls (II-A-3, II ... E~-2, I-F, and III) yielded high reliability but required additions to the schedule in addition to TIlore
saTIlples.

In iteTIl II-A-3 (relationship between cOTIlplainant and

faTIlily), for exaTIlple, the coders added category "landlord or apartTIlent TIlanager" to the "non-relative" sub-iteTIland category "law enforceTIlent agency" to the "agency personnel" sub-iteTIl.

See Table

III.

TABLE III
RELIABILITY OF ITEMS REQUIRING ADDITIONAL SAMPLING
AND ADDITIONS TO THE SCHEDULE

NUTIlber of
SaTIlples

Reliability
(in %)

I-F

6

80

II;..A-3

1

90

II-E-2

2

95

III

3

86

IteTIl

Three iteTIls (I-D, I-E, and I-G-2) yielded high reliability but
required both TIlore saTIlples and interpretation of the iteTIls.

The

coders deterTIlined, for exaTIlple, in iteTIl I-D (discrediting inforTIlation) that a cOTIlplainant did not have to actually say the parents were
"TIlentally ill" but could describe syTIlptOTIlS which could be cOTIlTIlonly
identified by the coders as TIlental illness.

See Table IV.
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TABLE IV
RELIABILITY OF ITEMS REQUIRING INTERPRETATION
OF CATEGORIES

Number of
Samples

Reliability
(in %)

I-D

3

90

I-E

3

90

I-G-2

5

90

Item

Two items (I-B and I-C) presented more difficulties to the
coders than the above and could not be resolved so easily.

They both

involved larger samples and more involved problem solving.

Item

I-B (situation complained about) was particularly difficult: (1) it
contained numerous categories, many of which overlapped, (2) the
coders were to check all categories that applied, and (3) all the
various types of situations had not been anticipated in the coding instructions.

On the first sample the coders agreed on twenty-four of

thirty possible responses for 80 per cent reliability; divergence of
results and differences in interpretation necessitated the use of additional samples.

The coders, for example, used "abandonment"

only when an actual abandonment occurred, not for being left wi thout
a sitter.

They included the latter under "neglect-inadequate super-

vision."

The coders agreed on twenty-four of twenty-seven
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responses on the second sample for 89 per cent reliability and on
thirty-six of, thirty-six responses on the third.

This sample seemed

to indicate that differences had been resolved and definitions were
sufficiently clear to allow independent coding.

The overall reliabil-

ity figure was eighty-four of ninety-three responses or 90 per cent.
ItemI-C (seriousness of situation) presented different difficulties.

This item was an ordinal scale and required the coders to

judge the degree of seriousness on an ascending scale.

Coding of

this item was unique in that the reliability figure did not increase
significantly with the use of more samples to enable the coders to
proceed independently.

Every case in the sample was coded by both

coders and the reliability figures were:
60, 90, 90, 80.

70, 70, 70, 70, 70, 70, 80,

All differences were resolved.

The overall results indicate that the coding was highly reliable.
The mechanics were designed to eliminate individual variation.

Two

coders worked independently on every item and results were checked
and additional samples selected when necessary.
were resolved.

All differences

Reliability figures were invariably high and, with

the exception of item I-C, increased with the use of additional
samples.
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v.

SYSTEMATIZING THE DATA

One e the data had been coded frequency di stributions were tabulated (N equals I Oil).

The frequencies revealed the distributions for

the various items and hence were significant information in themselves; further results were obtained, however, by cross tabulating
the items to discover relationships.

The research group arranged

the data to be analyzed using a eros s -tabulation program developed
for the IBM 1130 by J. Weiss and W. Brenner.

The program could

handle a maximum of ten tables and thirty variables per run, cross
tabulating any two variables while controlling for a third if desired.
It also provided a chi square, gamma, and lambda for each table.
For a two-by-two table, the gamma is equivalent to Yule's Q (Goodman and Kruskal 1954).

Key punching was done by two of the group

members and independently verified.
The group, used several different procedures to revise the data:
(1) elimination of categories with no responses, (2) elimination of

sub-items and sub-categories, (3) consolidation of categories, and
(4) resolution of those items in which the coders had checked more
than one category.
First, the tw:enty-four categories with no responses were
eliminated from the schedule.
ascending numerical order.

Then all the items were numbered in

Sub-items in I-B (situation complained
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about) and II-A-3 (relationship between complainant and family) became separate items to bring the total to thirty.
Categories were consolidated for two reasons, to reach the
maximum of ten for some items and in others to use the data in the
most meaningful way.
I-D, and II-A-3).

The former was true for three items (I-B-l,

The category "failure to send to school" (one

response) inite·mJ-B-l (situation complained about--neglect), for
example, was omitted and the response included in "other." The
second rationale was used in seven categories (I-E, I-F, I-G-l,
II-A-l, II-A-3, II-F-l, and II-F-2).

Subcategories of itemII-A-3

(relationship between complainant and family), for example, were
eliminated and the item classified as:

(1) relative, (2) non-relative,

(3) agency personnel, and (4) unknown.

Other consolidations can be

found in Appendix D.
Finally, the group resolved those five items (I-H, I-D, I-G-2,
IV, and I-B) in which the coders had checked all categories that applied.

Item;l-H (age) could not be re solved in any meaningful fashion,

as there was no rationale short of arbitrariness for choosing one age
category over another.

This item consequently was not cross

tabulated.
The group. resolved three items (I-D, I-G-2, and IV) by retaining only one response for each case.

This was done independently by

two coders and all differences resolved.

In itemI-D (discrediting
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information) thirty..;one cases were involved.

The coders first com-

bined "exces sivedrinking" with "immoral behavior."

They then

eliminated the response "other" in cases where "other" and one other
category were checked and retained the specific response.

The re-

maining nineteen. cases were then considered individually and
resolved on the basis of retaining the response which the com.plainant
had m.ost emphasized, such as discrediting when m.aking the com.plaint.
The coders resolved item.I-G-2 (com.plainant's recom.m.ended
or implied action) by fir st omitting the re sponse s for "inve stigation"
when it was paired with any other response.

They then retained the

most serious response in the rem.aining cases, as a m.ore serious
response ihdicated that preliminary steps had already been com.pleted.

Thus, "remove children" was retained over "counsel

parents" when both responses were checked for a" single case.
The procedure was sim.ilar for item. IV (agency's initial response to the com.plainant), as in retaining "place children in fo ster
care" over "accepted for services."

The form.er indicated that the

case had already been accepted for service.
Item·I-B (situation com.plained about) again presented m.ore
difficulties.

Information would be lost by sim.ply checking one cate-

gory and om.itting the other responses; in addition no pattern of responses emerged from. a Guttm.an scale analysis of the com.plaint
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characteristics.

The group resolved this item by treating the cate-

gories as sepa:rate items which were either checked or not checked.
The group had thus created twelve new items.

The first (NSIT) in-

dicated the number of responses checked for the case and the second
(TSIT) the general type of situation.

The remaining ten categories

included the seven categories under "neglect" and the former subitems "inadequate parenting, " "abuse, " and "abandonment. "

VI.

LIMITATIONS OF THE DATA

Limitations of the data indicate restrictions or qualifications
regarding the information obtained in the study.
in several ways.

The data is limited

It first of all describes only successful complaints

and does not contain information regarding complaint situations
which did not result in agency contacts.

This limitation was inherent

in the procedure of data collection, a procedure which was indicated
by considerations of logic, reality, and the intent of the study.

It

was reasonable to begin by taking cases from the complaint-receiving
agencies, realistic in terms of time and logistics, and consistent
with the descriptive nature of the study.

While the data thus fulfills

the intent of the study, it describes only complaint situations which
ended in agency contacts.
The de s cripti ve nature of the study and the lack of a control
sample reduces the extent to which generalizations can be made
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about factors that produce successful complaints.

The study, an

initial investigation, aimed at describing the complaint process as
evidenced in complaints received at public agencies.

The project

was not one in which formal hypotheses were drawn up and then
tested.

Another sample was not gathered in order to compare re-

sults with the sample obtained.

Inability to determine whether or

not the factors discovered would be repeated in other or all successful complaint situations is a limitation of the study.

Thus, while the

data fulfilL the nature and intent of the study, the methodology used
to collect the data and the type of data obtained reduce

the confi-

dence with which we can generalize to the population as a whole.
The data evidences a relative size limitation (oN equals 101).
While not excessively small for the initial investigative type of project involved, the sample is of a size which necessitates caution in
its use.

Several items (II-C-2, II-D-2, II-E-2, II-F-l, and II-F-2)

within the sample contain data from an even smaller N, as the categories were not applicable for a majority of the cases obtained.

The

data from these items is more limited because of the reduced._si-z.eoI
the sample.
The data is also subject to a reporting limitation.

One factor

may be the seasonal nature of the sample, for complaints may be
more or less prevalent or of a different type in the winter months as
opposed to summer.

It is known, for example, that during the
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summer months after the school year is over, working mothers frequently make changes in their child care arrangements, and the
Women's Protective Division indicated that casual child care arrangements become a problem to them as the summer progresses.

A dif-

ferent sampling limitation involve s the actual reporting of the data.
An attempt was'made to obtain every complaint lodged at the various
agencie s for the period of the study.
ever, that some sample was lost.

There were indications, how-

The data should have included, for

example, a duplicate case from the Women's Protective Division for
every case received at Shelter Care because of the nature of the
functioning of those two divisions.

The absence of duplicate cases

in each instance indicates that some data was not reported.

We are

unable to indicate whether this difficulty was a random lack of reporting or some systematic bias in the reporting procedure.

Nor are we

able to say with certainty exactly how extensive was the reporting
loss or of what kind.

There is every indication, however, that this

loss, while unknown, was small and probably does not exceed 10 per
cent.

A loss of this size appears not to invalidate the project or the

conclusions reached from .the data obtained.
The data is subject to a measurement limitation.

While the

measures used in the project were appropriate to the nature and intent of the study and the data obtained, they were necessarily of a
crude nature.

The schedule used was composed of nominal items
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with a few ordinal ones and the measurement scales corresponded to
the items.

The statistical tests used were non-parametric, since

the items and the scales were nominal or ordinal at best.

The meas-

urementproblem was dealt with by the use of coder ratings for which
reasonably high reliabili tie s were obtained.
The data is also limited in that the plan of analysis did not control for factor s that may liave influenced the complaint pr.,Oce s s.

The

study ohtained'noinfbrmation re"garding such factors aS,age, race, religion' and socio -economic status of ei the r the complainant or the
person complained about.

The data does not show, for example,

whether complaints were more likely to be made by white, AngloSaxon protestants or qy Negro, middle-class,white-collar workers.
There is thus no way to indicate whether the data is from a cross
section of the population or from a certain segment which tends to
become involved with public agencies.

Since the data does not indi-

cate social, cultural, and economic factor s, it cannot indicate the
possibility of different types of complaint processes or differing
methods of resolving child care problems which may exist in different subgroups.

VII.

VALIDITY OF THE DATA

Considering the objectives of the study, little could be done to
establish the convergent or construct validity of all measurements.
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The project attempted to gather and describe information relating to
the complaint process through complaints received at public agencies.
The objective and the method of data collection ruled out establishing
for all the factors the type of validity described by Campbell and
Fiske (1959) or by Cronbach and Meehl (1955).

In spite 6f these cau-

tions as to the data as a whole, there are certain facts which we can
indicate regarding the problem of validity.

It is apparent that some

confidence can be placed in the key variables.

Relationships were

discovered among these variables according to patterns which we
might expect.

Abuse cases, for example, were rated more serious

while "neglect only" cases tended to be rated les s serious (see
Chapter IV).
The data made sense in terms of describing relationships of
the collected evidence.

Various statistical measures produced re-

suIts which corresponded to the expected relationships.

Non-

parametric tests (chi square, phi, gamma, and Yule's Q) were used
to assess the relationship between the key variables and produced a
type of construct validity for those relationships.

See Chapters III

and IV for specific conclusions regarding the relationships tested.
However, the matrix of correlations (gammas and Yule's Q' s) shown
in Table V reireals the convergence of similar variables with high
correlations (in the triangle) discriminated from the less highly correlated variables of the complaint process (in the square).

TABLE V
MATRIX OF CORRELATIONS DISCRIMINATING FOR TYPE OF COM-·
PLAINT SITUATION (TSIT), SERIOUSNESS OF SITUATION (SOS),
AND CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENT (ARNG) BY DISCREDITING
INFORMATION (DISC), STRENGTH OF DISCREDITING
EVIDENCE (EVID), AND MOTIVATION FOR
COMPLAINT (MOTV)

TSIT

ARNG

80S

TSIT
..........,............

••.1......1.....1...

SOS

. 82

ARNG

.79

DISC

.47

,.......... ",...

....1.......1......1....

....'......1.......' ...

....

...(...

.".1~

...1....

. 54

...,...........

...1......1.-

.....1......1....

EVID

...1......1...

-.44

-.28

>:<~:<

. 39
-.21
(for high SOS, Q:t: - .08,l
(for low SOS, Q = .60)'"

.48
'(for high SOS, Q = .20)
>:< >:< >:<
(for low SOS, Q = .83)
>:<>:<

;:< >:::::::::

MOTV

.39

>:0:<
>:<

=p

< . 05

=p <.10

= P > .10

for PRVT - .52

for PRVT - .27
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The type of test indicated in Table V produced r"elationships which
coincided with the best sense of the data.

Within the framework of

the problem of validity the convergence of these two facts indicates
a type of validity in accord with the recoded data.

The fact that

within this framework it was possible to make good theoretical sense
of the correlations, is perhaps the best evidence of the validity of
the data.

CHAPTER III

FINDINGS: DESCRIPTION OF COMPLAINT PROCESS

This chapter describes the complaint process from the complainant's response to the complaint situation to the disposition
agency.

The chapter is divided into four parts.

~y

the

Each part presents

que stions which served as guides in analyzing the data.
The first section describes the kinds of situations people report.

A classification is presented that was developed from the

common characteri stic s in the complaints.
rated as to the degree of seriousness.

Complaints were then

Case examples illustrate the

types of complaint situations and the degree of seriousness involved.
The next section describes the complainants with respect to
their relationships to the family and their experience with the situation reported.
The third section examines the complainant's choice of a protective service agency.

The responses of the agencies are also

considered.
The final section describes what is involved in making the complaint.

Attention is focused on the channels of communication, the

motivation of the complainant, and the efforts on the part of the
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complainant to communicate a plausible complaint.

1.

COMPLAINT SITUATIONS

In considering what type s of situations people make protective
service complaints about, several questions were posed as guides.
(1)

What are the most frequently reported characteristic s of complaint

(2)

situatiot+~·,/?

Based on these characteristics, are there different types of complaint situations?

(3) How serious are these situations lor the child?
(4) Was a bJ.1eakdown in or a lack of a child care arrangement in-

volved in the complaint situation?
The characteri stic s of the complaint situations and their frequency of mention were:

Inadequate Supervision
Abuse
Immoral Behavior
Lack of Medical Care
Lack of Sufficient Food
Unsafe or Unsanitary Living
Conditions
Emotional Neglect
Inadequate Clothing
Abandonment
Inadequate Parenting due to
Physical or Mental nIne s s
Total

52
32
24
22

20

15
12
11
7

6
201
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It was possible to simplify this data, however, assigning each
complaint to one of three mutually exclusive categories: abuse,
neglect, inadequate supervision.

There were five mixed cases which

involved abuse and inadequate supervision.

These were classified in

the abuse category, since abuse and inadequate supervision were distinct from each other in most cases; thus "abuse" means any mention
of abuse.

Next, the remaining forty-seven inadequate supervision

cases were treated as one group even though thirty of these involved
some mention of other complaint characteristic s, with the exception
of abuse.

Then, having s:eparated out abuse and inadequate super-

vision, the remainder, all of which reflected some aspect of neglect,
were clas sified as neglect.

"Neglect," then, means neglect only

without abuse or inadequate supervision.

The typological distribu-

tion was:
Abuse
Neglect
Inadequate. Supe rvi sion
Total

32
22
47
101

The following·.~;~ignettes serve to illustrate the type of situations
described by the clas sification.

Abuse
Children's Department of welfare received a call from another welfare department regarding an abuse situation. The
mother of a five year old girl was reportedly lifting the child
up by her shoulders and hitting her against the wall and lifting
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her up by her hair and striking her in the face. This situation
was learned about when the child's grandmother felt she could
no longer tolerate the child receiving this kind of treatment for
fear she would die. The grandmother hesitated to become involved in making an official complaint as she was afraid the
mother might kill her in revenge. She therefore told her 0wn
caseworker who made the complaint in her behalf.

Neglect
A neighbor phoned the Police Bureau to report that a ten
week old girl was wet and dirty, and she appeared to be unhealthy and sick. Her coloring was bad and the skin on her
arms seemed to hang. She was painfully thin. The complainant had talked to the mother about the child's eating and was
told the baby was allergic to cow's milk and soy bean milk, so
her diet consisted of carrot juice and bits of food from the
table. The apartment was described as very untidy. The
neighbor hoped the police would make a visit to see if the infant could be helped in some way.

Inadequate Supervi sion
The Sheriff's office phoned the Welfare Commission to report that six children, age s one to fifte en, we re left alone in
a very filthy house with no food. The children were very
dirty and appeared to be ill. The Sheriff's deputies picked the
children up and placed thernin a shelter care horne, where it
was discovered they all had scabies and the baby had impetigo.

Most cases contained one or two characteristics, but the total
distribution was:
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Number of
Characteri stic s
Mentioned
1

. Number
of
Cases
44
27

2

20

3
4

8
1

5
6
7

o
1
101

Total

The following case example will illustrate this situation.

Abuse with neglect
A neighbor became concerned for the welfare of five children, ages one to ten, who were often left alone and were
without sufficient food. She discussed this with another neighbor and then decided to phone the Sheriff's office. Her complaint included the following information: the children were
often left by themselves for the whole day and sometimes
longer, the baby had a badly bloated stomach, all the children
got sick after being fed, the children told the neighbor the baby
was fed only sugar water, the children frequently have impetigo' medical and dental care are provided only when the
mother is receiving as sistance from welfare. The children
have been "kissed, felt and fingered, and played around with,
by men friends of the mother." ThiB- situation had been occurring for close to two years, since the mother and father
separated.

On the basis of the alleged sexual molestation, this case was
classified as. an abuse case.

It illustrates borderline situations in

which some element of both abuse and neglect were reported but the
case was clas sified in the abuse category.
To deal with the third question proposed, "How serious are
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these situations for the child?" it was necessary to define what was
meant by seriousness.
It was recognized that all of these situations involved some risk
to the child and were therefore considered serious: however, some
of the cases in the sample were obviously more serious in nature
than others.

Therefore, the variable seriousness was sub-divided

into the following categories: marginal, moderate, serious, and
very serious.

To simplify the data, the categories of marginal and

moderate were combined and dealt with as "low serious, " while categories of serious and very serious were combined and dealt
"high serious."

with as

Low seriousness was used to describe situations

which appeared to be detrimental, but not nec e s saril y harmful, to
the child.

On the other end of the continuum, high seriousness was

used when a situation appeared to endanger the child's life or involved some physical or mental damage to the child.

Although this

determination was a global judgment, it reflected an attempt to assess the probable effects on the child as objectively

a'S

possible.

Low serious
The Women's Protective Division contacted the Shelter Care
unit of the Welfare Commission to report a small child who
had been brought to the Women's Protective Division by the
officer who arrested both her parents on an extortion charge.
She was detained at the Women's Protective Division for three
hours because the parents thought one of them might be bailed
out. Because the child was crying and it did not look like
either parent would be out that evening, she was placed at
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Waverly. The child had on dirty clothes but seemed otherwise adequately cared for.

High serious
A neighbor phoned the Children's Department of Welfare to
report that five minor children, ages three weeks through nine
years, were being physically neglected. The n'eighbor 'reported that the children were hungry and poorly clothed. The
parents of the children were unemployed and did not obtain
medical care for the children. The three week old baby was
given only water to drink. The neighbor was afraid that the
baby would die if she did not receive the care she needed.

Table VI shows the rated degree of seriousness of the cases
by the type of complaint situation.

TABLE VI
SERIOUSNESS OF SITUATION BY TYPE OF COMPLAINT
SITUATION. FOR TOTAL SAMPLE

Type of Situation
Seriousnes s

Abuse

Neglect

Inadequate
Supervi sion

Total

Low

3

15

38

56

High

29

7

9

45

Total

32

22

47

101

('y ;::: • 8 2; X 2 ;::: 41. 22, 2 df, p < . 001)

1

IGamma (or its equivalent for the 2 x 2 table, Yule's Q) is
used for all tables to provide comparability of measurement of the
magnitude of a relationship between variables. Many of the 2 x 2
table s show a curvilinear relationship of "corner correlation" and
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As m.ight be expected, a high correlation between the type of
situation and the degree of seriousness was found.

This is the case

because of the rationale used in determ.ining the degree of seriousness.

That is, seriousness was rated higher when the child was in

danger in a way that threatened his life.

This is the reason that

m.ost of the abuse cases appear as high in regard to seriousness.
To com.plete the description of what is com.plained about, attention was directed to these equations.

What part, if any, did a

breakdown in or lack of a child care arrangem.ent play in the com.plaint
process?

How serious were those situations where a breakdown

occurred?
It was suspected that som.e substitute child care arrangem.ents
m.ade by m.others for working, training, or other reasons are characterized by instability, and the breakdown of these arrangem.ents
som.etim.es leads to shelter care referrals or protective service
com.plaints to com.m.unity agencies.

This study found 47 percent of

all cases involved a breakdown in or a lack of a child care arrangem.ent.

Of this 47 per cent, which involved a breakdown in or lack of

a child care arrangem.ent, the following reasons for this situation

thus Yule's Q is applicable while phi is not. Phi is shown where applicable. Chi square provides the basis for showing the significance
level for a distribution. All chi squares reported for 2 x 2 tables
are corrected for continuity using the Yate's correction.
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were given:
20.
5'0.
25.
4.

5%
00/0
0%
5%

breakdown in existing arrangements
failure to make an arrangement
inadequate arrangements
previous arrangement broke down and no newcarrange·.merit made
100.00/0
N=47

One type of complaint appeared most likely to have been precipitated by a breakdown in or a lack of child care arrangement, that
is, complaints about inadequate supervision.

Table VII shows, ac-

cording to the type of complaint situation, whether or not there was
a breakdown in or a lack of child care arrangements.

TABLE VII
CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENT BY TYPE OF COMPLAINT
SITUATION FOR TOTAL SAMPLE (PERCENTAGES)

Child Care

Abuse

Type of Situation
Inadequate
Neglect
Supervision

Total

Breakdown or
Lack of
Arrangement

16

29

77

47

No Breakdown or
Lack of
Arrangement

84

71

23

54

100%
N = 32

100%
N = 22

100%
N = 47

100%
N_ = 101

Total

('{= .79;· X2 .7

32.~6~,. ? df~

P <:.•. ,.OO).}
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The high incidence of breakdown in the category of inadequate
supervision suggests the question, Would these situations have been
referred if it were not for the breakdown in or lack of a child care
arrangement?
The degree of seriousness of those cases where a breakdown
or a lack of child care arrangement occurred is shown in Table VIII.
It was found that the more serious cases tended to be those where
there was no breakdown in or lack of child care arrangement.

The

less serious cases tended to be situations involving. a breakdown in
or lack of child

care~·arrangernent.

. This is not s ur p r i sin g

and only confirms what was found above.

It is emphasized here be-

cause these relationships become important in arriving at a typology
of complaint processes.

TABLE VIII
CHILD CARE ARRANGEMENT BY SERIOUSNESS OF
SITUATION FOR TOTAL SAMPLE

Se riousne s s
Child Care

Low

High

Total

Arrang~rnent

33

14

47

No Breakdown or
Lack of
Arrangement

2.3

31

54

Total

56

45

101

Breakdown or
Lack of

(Yule IS Q

=. 54;

~:=. 29; :x 2

:=

7. 17, I'df, p< ,,0.1)
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Situations complained about have been described and
tion is now given to who makes these complaints.

considera~

In looking at this

aspect of the complaint proce s s, the following que stions were
considered:
(1) Who are the complainants? Are they relative s of the family or
non-relatives, or are they social agency personnel?
(2) How did they know about the situations?

Did they observe it .

themselves or were they told about it by someone else?
(3) How long had they known about the situations?
(4) Does the relationship of the family to the complainant influence
the type of situation he will report?
(5) Had the complainant ever cared for the children involved in the
complaint?
In looking at who made the complaint, it was found that 69 per
cent of the complaints carne from the private sector of the commu:nity, while 31 per cent carne from agency personnel.

The relation-

ship of the complainant to the family re suIted in the following
frequencies by case s:

Relatives
Non-relatives
Unknown
Agency personnel
Total

18.
43

9
31
101
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It was thought that there might be differences between relatives
and non-relatives as to who complained about what type of situation,;
however, no differences were found.

Except for agencies referring

abuse cases to the Juvenile Court, the relationship of the complainant to the family had no bearing on the type of situation reported.
The complainant's experience with the complaint situation was
investigated to determine how the complainant knew about the situation.

Did he actually observe the situation or was he told about it by

someone else?
situation.

Table IX shows how the complainant knew about the

The information is presented for both the private sector,

which is comprised of relatives and non-relatives, and for agency
personnel.

It may be seen that, in general, complainants had first

hand observational knowledge of the situations they complained about,
but this was less true of agency personnel whose complaints were in
the nature of referrals to other agencies based on indirect information.
A second factor of the complainant's experience with the situation was how long he had known about the situation prior to making
the complaint.

It was discovered that complainants were not apt to

report a situation which was an isolated. incident, as exemplified by
the fact that there were only fifteen cases in which this occurred.
attempting to interpret this information, certain questions were
raised.

(1) Does this reflect the reluctance of people to make a

In
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TABLE IX
COM.PLAINANT'S KNOWLEDGE OF COMPLAINT SITUATION BY
SOURCE OF COMPLAINT FOR TOTAL SAMPLE

Knowledge of
Complaint
Situation

Source of Complaint
Agency
Private

Total

Observed

41

20

61

Informed

6

11

17

47

31

78

Total
(unknown

= 23;

'I

= .58;

X

2

= 5.40,

1 df, p < .05)

complaint ;ll!l;less-.they have repeated e-xperiencewiththe- situation?
(2)M.ust the: situation be observed repeatedly before the complainant
can interpret it as being serious enough to warrant a formal complaint?
A third factor of the complainant's experience with the

situa'~

tionwas whether or not the complainant had ever cared for the child.
It was found that 93 per cent of relative cornplainantshadcared for.
the child in the past, ·while,25.per.cenLofnon'-r.elative complainants
had cared for the child in the past.

In 12 per cent of the cases, the

complainant was caring for the child at the time the complaint was
made.
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III.

COMPLAINANTS' USE OF PROTECTIVE SERVICE AGENCIES

Having identified the complainant, attention was focused on the
question of whether the relationship of the complainant to the family
was associated with the agency to which the complaint was made.
There was no difference between complainant groups with respect to
the agency to which they made their complaint.

Relatives and non-

relatives used the various agencies from which this information was
obtained, with the following di stribution:

Women's Protective Division
Welfare (Shelter Care, Family
Services and Children's
Department)
Juvenile Court
Total

56

37
8
101

It was thought that some agencies might tend to receive more
serious cases than others.

However, the degree of seriousness of

the situations showed no clear as sociation with the agency to which
complaints were made.

The distribution of cases to agencies, by

seriousness, may be seen in Table X.
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TABLE X
SERIOUSNESS OF SITUATION BY AGENCY
INVOLVED FOR TOTAL SAMPLE

Agencies
WPD

Welfare

Juvenile
C.ourt

Total

Low

33

18

5

56

High

23

19

3

45

Total

56

37

8

101

Seriousness

("Y= ,11;

2
X = 1. 13, 2 df, p< . 70)

Another area of particular intere st was to see what action was
sugge sted by the cOITlplainant regarding hi s complaint.

The fre-

quency of suggestions made by the complainants was:

No suggestion
Investigation
Counsel parents
Coerce parents
Place child with friend or relative
Remove child from horne
Other
Unknown
Total

45
25
2
3
4
4
5

13
101

The five suggestions in the "other" category suggested such things
as request for some kind of help for the mother and insistence on the
part of the complainant that his name be given to the family complained about.
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It was found that 45 per· cent of all complainants did not make
a sugge·stion.

Twenty-five per cent of the complainants suggested

that an investigation be 'made ,into the situation they were reporting.
After looking at the 'recommended action, it was questioned if
there would be adiffererrce between the recommended action to the
agency and the services given by the agency.

It was thought this

would be an indication of the community's knowledge of agency services.

It was further questioned if there would be any difference in

the service given to relatives as opposed to non-relatives.
The action taken by the agencies can be summarized in the
following way:

Eighteen per cent of the complaints resulted in

children being placed outside their own home, and an additional
75 per cent of the complaints were at least accepted for service
and investigated.

Eight per cent of the' complaints were not accepted

for service.
There were no differences in services given to relatives as
compared to non- relatives of the family involved in the complaint.
The type of service given by the agency was the same in both cases.
It is interesting to note that in only 8 percent of the referrals
did the complainant recommend that the child be placed, while in
actuality, 18 per cent of the, complaints re sultedin the children being
placed.
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IV.

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF A SUCCESSFUL
COMPLAINT PROCESS

The types of situations reported have been described, the complainants have been identified, and the services recommended to the
agencies as well as the services rendered by the agencies, have been
discussed.

Now in further identification of elements involved in

making, a successful complaint, attention is turned to questions of
moti vation and social aspects of communicating the complaint.
There is some indication that complainants need to have some
kind of social confirmation and support for making a complaint.

It

was assumed that complainants would confirm what they observe and
what they judge about the complaint situation and elicit support for
taking the complaint action by discussing the complaint with others.
This social confirmation may be obtained through informal social
contacts with family and neighbors.

In support of this supposition,

an attempt was made to obtain specific information as to whether or
not the complainant discussed the situation with someone prior to
making a complaint.

This information was not always available,

however, and had to be obtained solely on the basis of whether or not
the agency receiving the complaint had any evidence of the complainant having discussed the situation.

In many cases this information

was not obtained by the agencies as this was not a regular procedure
in their accepting a complaint referral.
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The validity of the assumption that complainants will seek socia1 confirmation prior to making the complaint is therefore ham:pered by this lack of specific information.

Despite the limitations in

the data, this sample reveals that half the complainants were re:ported to have discussed the situation with someone before making
the complaint.

It was salient enough to be mentioned by the agency

receiving the referral.

Therefore, this suggests that discussion of

the complaint probably was more prevalent than the data suggested.
There was a sharp difference between the Women's Protective
Division and the other agencies as to whether prior discussion of the
complaint situation with others was reported.
Table XI.

This can be seen in

Since the seriousness of the situations did not significantly

differ by agency, it seems likely that the agency-linked differen.ce in
reported prior discussion reflects characteristics of the comp1aintreporting process in agencies.
TABLE XI
DISCUSSION OF SITUATION PRIOR TO COMPLAINING BY
AGENCY INVOLVED FOR TOTAL SAMPLE

Discussion

Agencies
Other Agencie s

·WPD

Total

Yes

14

36

50

No, Unknown

42

9

51

Total

56

45

101

('I = -.,79;

</>

=.54; X

2

=29.44, 1df, p< .001)
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Interesting relationships were found between the discussion of
the situationcQmplained about and the type of complaint situation.
This suggests a greater need to discuss neglect, and the least likelihood of discussing inadequate supervision, with the abuse si):uations
falling somewhere in between.

See Table XII.

TABLE XII
DISCUSSION OF SITUATION PRIOR TO COMPLAINING BY TYPE OF
C'OMPLAINT' SITUATION. FOR TOTAL SAMPLE

Type of Situation
Abuse

Neglect

Inadequate
Supervision

Total

Yes

19

15

16

50

No, Unknown

13

7

31

51

Total

32

22

47

101

Discussion

( 'I = . 47;

2

X = 4. 50, 2 df, p < . 20)

This information suggests the following possible interpretations.

The more problematic the complaint situation is in terms of

the complainant's ability to directly observe and interpret the situation and report that di scus sion in pre senting the complaint to an
agency, the more likely he is to discus s it with someone prior to
making the complaint and to report that discussion as support of the
complaint.

In contrast would be a situation in which a child is not
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supervised, the presence or absence of someone to care for the child
is readily verifiable, and the norms are probably clear that the child
needs to be supervised.

Likewise, abuse is more dramatically ob-

vious, and the danger to the child is not difficult to interpret.

Com-

plainants can have as surance that their complaints will be verified
and appear plausible in the case of either inadequate supervision,
although less serious, or the case of abuse, which is more serious.
This appeared to be the case, regardless of the complainant's relationship to the family.
This phenomenon of seeking social confirmation and support,
prior to making the complaint, may be seen in the followingvignette.
The original complaint on the S. case was made by grandparents who resided out of state. They requested an investigation of the situation of a ten week old girl, and a two year old
boy who they feared were not receiving proper care. The
grandparents had been caring for the little boy before the
parents moved to Portland. Prior to this move they discovered the little girl had severe diaper rash which required
medical attention. They directed a letter to the Portland
Police Bureau and the Multnomah County Welfare Commission,
reque sting information about the children's. welfare. Women's
Protective Division (WPD) visited the family and felt the situation required intervention. WPD requested the visiting health
nurse see the family, as medical care appeared to be needed.
About the sarne time, a second report was received by WPD
frorn .a women who learned from her own sister that the S.
children were not receiving adequate care. This information
was forwarded to the Visiting Nurse Association, who in turn
called upon the family. The nurse found the mother to be very
ignorant regarding the care of the infant who appeared to be
malnourished and in need of imrnediate rnedical care. This
report was given to WPD, who made a referral to the Juvenile
Court. The Juvenile Court counselor contacted the rnother
and sugge sted the child be taken to a doctor. The child was
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admitted to a hospital and upon its release the mother was
willing to receive help from the health nurse. No further
court action was taken as the Juvenile Court left responsibility
with WPD and the visiting nurse to; see that the mother fol~
lowed the medical regimen.

Figure 1 illustrate s the communication network in the above
case.

All the contacts shown above the dotted line represent those

made at the neighborhood or community level and all those below are
at the agency level.

The figure is numbered in the order in which

people or agencies were consulted with "F" standing for feedback.

X Grandparents

X Welfare

X WPD

X Family

==========:::t) X

X Neighbor's
relative

Visiting Nurse

8 F
X Juvenile Court
Figure 1. Communication network illustrating contacts among
community and agencies.

This case is an example of the communication pattern between community and agencies with no known contacts within the community.
However, there are numerous contacts among the agencies, an
example of multiple agency cooperation.
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The next case example illustrates contacts between people in
the community.

Contacts between the agencies are for referral only.

Mr. B. and his wife had separated, just prior to this complaint. Mr. B. returned to the horne to get some of his
clothing, and found his two daughters in the care of his nineteen year old brother-in-law who was allegedly drunk. While
looking for his clothing, Mr. B. reportedly found a dirty diaper which contained both fetes and maggots. His two daugh'ters were outside playing in the rain and were not properly
clothed. He left the horne and discussed this situation with a
friend. Mr. B. then called WPD to lodge a complaint. In the
course of the investigation, WPD requested Mr. B.' s parents
accept responsibility for the children but they refused. WPD
then placed the children in shelter care.
This is illustrated in Figure 2.

X Fa.ther' s friend

~X::Ra;ther

.X Paternal grandparents

2

F

~X.WPD
X Welfare Shelter Care
Figure 2. Communication network illustrating contacts
betweeh people at community level.

The information given by the complainant indicated his motivation for making the

co~plaint

and his need to legitimize this action.

These were two separate processes; the first to be dealt with is the
complainant's motivation for rnaking the complaint.

To study this
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variable, the saITlple was divided into three categories of ITlotivation:
concern for child, ITlixed concern, and self concern.

Concern for

the child was indicated when the cOITlplainant appeared to be solely
interested in the welfare of the child.

Mixed concern was identified

when the ITlotive s indicated in the cOITlplaint showed a concern for the
child's welfare as well as for the cOITlplainant's own interests.

Self

concern was indicated when the cOITlplainant's ITlotivation appeared to
be solely for his own interests.

The following brief vignettes will

serve to illustrate these ratings.

Motivation- -child concern
Mrs. F. called WPD to report that she had seen Mrs. D.
kicking her son in the front yard of her hOITle. She told Mrs.
D. to stop, and Mrs. D. stated that he was her child, and she
could kick hiITlif she "daITlned pleased." The child was
screaITling, and had been knocked to the ground. The child
often played in the neighborhood but Mrs. F. had not seen
Mrs. D. COITle after hirn before. When questioned about her
reason, for calling at that tiITle, Mrs. F. stated that she was
so distraught that she could not sleep for thinking about it, so
called police the following morning.

Motivation- -ITlixed concern
A neighbor cOITlplained that the children next door were always crying and didn't seeITl to be happy. She felt the children
were either ill or hungry and was concerned about the ITlother' s
care of the children. The children were dirty and undisciplined. The complainant explained that she could not stand by
wi thout saying sOITlething about the behavior and condition of
the children. She felt something must be done and, "besides,
the kids are running through my yard and flowers all the
time. "
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Motivation--self concern
Mr s. M. called WPD, at six in the nlorning, to report a
seven year old boy who stayed up until all hours of the night
roanling the neighborhood. She reported that he was SOnletinle s alone but was often with the older boys in the area. She
reported that she had seen hinl breaking bottles in the street
and snloking. The complainant stated her reason for calling
at this time was that "this boy has kept me awake all night and
I did not get any sleep. "
Using the above described and illustrated classification of .
nlotivatioh, the following frequency distribution was obtained.
58 % child motivated
29% mixed nlotivation
13% self nlotivated
It was found that complaints nlade by relatives tended to be
based on mixed moti vation, while the complaints rated as self motivated tended to be nlade by non-relatives.

All but one of the COnl-

plaints classified as self: motivated were nlade by non-relatives.
This is shown in Table XIII.
The complainant's motivation was then examined, taking the
following additional variables into consideration: type of situation
reported, breakdown in or lack of child care arrangement, seriousness of the situation.

It was found that there was a relationship be-

tween nlotivation and type of situation.

In cases of abuse and neglect,

infor:mation given by the complainant indicated a concern for the
child.

See Table XIV.
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TABLE XIII
MOTIVATION;"FOR MAKING COMPLAINTS BY COMPLAINANT'S
RELATIONSHIP TO FAMILY FOR PRIVATE
SECTDR-:OF COMMUNITY

Relationship
Relative
Non-relative

Motivation

Total

Child

6

" 15

21

Mixed

10

16

26

1

10

11

17

41

58

Self
Total
(unknown

= 12;

'(

= .42;

X

2

= 3.194,

I? df, p < .30)

TABLE XIV
MOTIVATION FOR MAKING COMPLAINTS BY TYPE OF
COMPLAINT SITUATION FOR TOTAL SAMPLE

Motivation

Abuse

Type of Situation
Inadequate
Neglect
Supervi sion

Total

25

11

20

56

Mixed

7

4

17

28

Self

0

6

6

12

32

21

43

96

Child

Total
(unknown

= 5;

'Y -"-,2 -,.39;

X

2

= 14. 60,

4 df, p< . 01)
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When a breakdown in or a lack of a child care arrangement was
reported, two -thirds of the complainants were rated as being mixed
or self motivated.

This category would include complaints by baby=

sitters who would no longer care for the child because the parent
failed to return at the specified time and babysitters who were not
paid.

Also included were complaints by per sons who had been

both.ered by unsupervised children.

See Table XV.

TABLE XV
MOTIVATION FOR. MAKING COMPLAINTS BY WHETHER THERE
WAS A BB,EAKDOWNIN OR LACK OF A CHILD CARE
ARRANGEMENT AS A PART OF COMPLAINT
SITUATION FOR PRIVATE SECTOR
OF COMMUNITY

Child Care
, Breakdown in
No Breakdown in
or Lack of
or Lack of
Arrangement
Arrangement

Motivation

Total

8

18

26

Mixed or Self

17

22

39

Total

25

40

65

Child

(unknown

= 5;

Yule" s Q

= .27;

X2

= .61,

1 df, p < . 50)

As would be expected, there was a relationship between the
ratings or motivation for making the complaint and seriousness of
the situation.

This is shown in Table XVI.

excluded from this analysis.

Agency personnel were
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TABLE XVI
MOTIVATION FOR MAKING COMPLAINTS BY SERIOUSNESS OF
SITUATION FOR PRIVATE SECTOR OF COMMUNITY

Seriousnes s
Motivation

Low

Child
Mixed

r Se If

0

Total

Total

High

9

17

26

25

15

40

34

32

66

(unknown = 4; Yule's Q =- .52; X2 = 3.85, 1 df, p < .05)

Having discuss'ed rnotivation, attention is now focused on the
second process identified through the actual wording of the cornplaint,
the complainant's need to legitirnize his' action.

There was at least

sorne evidence of the cornplainant discrediting the parents of the
child in,98._per cent of the cases reported.
r

'.

f

This almost universal

\

tendency would occur when evidence of deviant or socially unacceptable behavior was given to legitirnize the cornplaint, rather than evidence that would actually support the specific charges being rnade.
Garfinkel's (1956) article, "Conditions of Successful Degradation Cerernonies, " discusses the conditions of identity and status degradation.
The protective service referral has sirnilarities to moral condemnation, which is one elernent of degradation cerernonies.

Most of the
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referrals contained information that discredits the parents as incompetent, thereby attempting to increase the plausibility that they
would neglect or abuse their child.

This is not to imply that the

cornplainant's rnotivation was necessarily to discredit; often the complainant saw this as being helpful.

This variable is one which the

coders were able to rate as strong evidence of discrediting, inconelusive evidence, or no evidence of discrediting.

This judgment was

made on the basi s of how relevant the mentioned inforrnation was to
the actual situation reported.

The distribution of discrediting in-

forrnation was:
Drinking
32
Divorce
26
Immoral behavior
11
Public as si stance
Police record
5.
Mental illness or retardation 4
Child rernoved frorn horne
2
Other
2
14
None
101
Total

No differences were found by relationship of complainant to the
farnily.

This indicate s that it was no more important for non-rela-

tives to discredit than for relatives.

This is another indication of

the universality of this trait in the complaint process.
The following vignettes illustrate the kinds of complaint content
that were interpreted as evidence of di screditing information.
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Strong evidence of discrediting
A neighbor phoned to report that the mother of a six month
old boy was not feeding him solid food. She further stated that
he was fed nothing but milk from a bottle unless he was visiting
a relative. The was because the mother did not take the trouble
to feed him. The complainant stated that the mother was on
welfare, and had often had many young people to her place for
beer blasts.
The mention of the mother's receiving as sistance and entertaining young people with beer, though part of the complainant's
definition of the complaint situation, did not actually refer to the
complaint situation itself.

These characteristics of the mother did

not nece s sarily affect her ability to care for her child, but are presented as if they helped to interpret her neglecting behavior.

Inconclusive evidence of discrediting
A complaint was received reporting the situation of five children who were not being supervised. The children were said
to be filthy and had been involved in stealing. The complainant
added that the house was in ill repair.
In this case there did not appear to be any strong mention of
information which did not de sc ribe the situation being reported, with
the exception of the house being in ill repair.
but was not clearly strong.

The evidence was there

This was therefore classified as incon-

elusive.
Because of the uni ver sal characteri stic of the variable just
discussed, that of complainants' tendency to discredit, the following
questions were posed to examine the relationship of this variable to
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several other variables:
(1) Is the relationship of the complainant to the family as sociated
with the type of discrediting information given?
(2) Is the seriousness of the situation associated with the tendency

to discredit?
(3)

Does a breakdown in or a lack of a child care arrangement have
any relationship to the tendency to discredit?

(4) Is the length of time the situation has been known to exist as-

sociated with the tendency to discredit?
(5) Is the motivation of the complainant related to the tendency to

discredit?
(6), Is there a relationship between having cared for this child and

the tendency to discredit?
The questions are dealt with individually in the order they are presented above.
Taking into account the relationship of the complaina:p.t to the
family, it was found that there were no differences among relatives
and non-relatives and agencies with the following exceptions:

rela-

tives were most apt to mention public assistance, non-relatives were
apt to m.ention police records, and agencies were apt to mention
immoral behavior.
Looking at seriousness of the situation, it was found that although there was not a positive correlation between seriousness of
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the situation and the degree to which the complainant attempted to
discredit, the neglect cases showed most evidence of discrediting,
with only three out of twenty-two cases not showing this trend.
In regard to the third question posed, where there was no
breakdown in a child care arrangement or lack of a child care arrangement and where it was rated as low seriousness, the same relationship held; there was a strong tendency to discredit (gamma =
-.83 ).
Looking at the variable concerning the time the complainant
thought the situation had existed, there is a relationship with tendency
to discredit, with the highest percentage occurring when there was
some prior knowledge or a clearly substantiated knowledge based on
a long history of the complaint situation.

Table XVII shows this

relationship.

TABLE. XVII
TENDENCY TO DISCREDIT BY LENGTH OF TIME SITUATION
HAD EXISTED FOR TOTAL SAMPLE

Evidence of
Discrediting

Time Situation Exi sted
Isolated
Some
Long
Incident
History
Knowledge

Total

Strong

8

31

18

57

Inconclusive

7

8

3

18

15

39

21

75

Total
(unknown

= 26;

",'t

= -. 44;

·~2

X

= 5. 57, 2 df, p< . 10)
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In regard to question five, there is no statistically significant
difference in whether or not the complainant is apt to discredit when
his motivation is rated as "child motivation" or "mixed motivation. "
The complainant seems least likely to discredit when he was rated as
'I self

motivation. "
In regard to having provided care for the child, it was found

that the same relationship holds; there is still a tendency to discredit.

CHAPTER IV

INTERPRETA TIONQF THE FINDINGS

This chapter consists of three sections that interpret the findings in Chapter III.

It discus ses the form.ulation of a typology,

further hypotheses generated by the study and a possible theory of
the complaint process.

The theory will concentrate on the com.mu:-

nity phase of the process.

1.

TYPOLOGY OF THE COMPLAINT PROCESS

A basic consistency was found among the several findings
reported in Chapter III.

Briefly summarized they are as follows:

(1) Abuse cases were rated high serious. 2
(2) Neglect only cases were characterized by strong evidence of discrediting of the parents by complainant.
(3) For low serious cases, lack of a child care arrangement was associated with little or no evidence of discrediting information.
(4) Only among inadequate supervision cases, which tended to be
mixed with neglect characteristics, was there an association with

2Statistical data summarized in Appendix G.
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strength of discrediting information.
Thus, the evidence converged on a typology of the complaint
proces s in which each different complaint situation involved a different profile of the complaint process.

Type of
Situation:

Essential Element for a
Successful Complaint:

Abuse

Seriousne s s

Neglect

Discrediting the Parents

Inadequate
Supervi sion

No Child Care
Arrangement

Figure 3. Essential elements of the complaint process
associated with type of situation.

The characteristic profiles of complaint process for each type of
complaint situation are de scribed in further detail as follows:

Abuse
(1) In the vast majority of the cases,. abuse situations were rated as
more serious than other situations.

Part of the reason for this

was the m.anner in which seriousness was defined for the purposes of this study.
(2) In abuse cases, the complainant was not any more or any less
apt to discuss the situation with someone prior to making the
complaint.
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(3)

The evidence of discrediting information was not associated with
seriousness of the situation in this category.

(4)

The motivation of the complainant was always mixed or of genuine
concern for the child.. No ratings of purely self-interested
motivation were reported for abuse cases.

(5) Abuse cases were not likely to involve inadequate supervision.

Neglect
(1) Among the neglect cases two-thirds were rated as low seriousness.
(2)

The complainant was most apt to discuss a situation with someone prior to making a complaint that was classified as neglect.

(3)

There was always strong evidence of discrediting information regardless of the seriousness of the situation in neglect cases.

(4)

Neglect cases were more apt to be reported by a non-relative
or agency than by a relative.

(5) There was a greater percentage of self-motivated complaints in
cases classified as neglect than in cases classified as inadequate
supervision or abuse.

Inadequate supervi sion
(1) Inadequate

.,~upervil:;ion:cases

were rated as low' serious

rather than high serious in a ratio of four to one.
(2)

The persons who complained about this type of situation were
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less apt to discuss.it with someone prior to making ,a

complaint~

than persons complaining about neglect or abuse situations.
(3) The evidence of discrediting information for cases of inadequate
supervision waslikelytob.e stronger as the seriousness of the
si tuation inc rease s.
(4) Seventy-six per cent of the cases reported in this category involved a breakdown in or lack of a child care arrangement.
The conclusion these profiles suggest is that for each kind of
complaint situation a different process operate s in leading to a successful complaint: for abuse it is the clear and present serious
danger to the child, for neglect it is the communication of discrediting information that interprets the motivation and behavior of the
parents of the child, and for inadequate supervision it is the clear
and obvious breakdown or lack of a child care arrangement.
Further study is needed, of course, to determine if this is a
stable typology of child care complaints or merely represents the
data obtained in this study.

II.

FURTHER HYPOTHESES GENERATED BY THE STUDY

A significant finding of thi s study is the high frequency of reported cases that involve a breakdown in or a lack of a child care
arrangement.

Forty-seven per cent of the sample was represented

by this characteristic, with the following frequency of identified
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reasons for occurrences:
Breakdown in existing arrangement 20%
",Failure to make an arrangement
55%
Inadequate arrangement
25%
Total
100%

, Numerous reasons can be suggested for this occurrence.
be a personality characteristic of the parent.

One could

Examples would in-

elude impulsive behavior patterns or disorganization which impedes
the parent's ability to formalize a child care arrangement.

Other

reasons may include inadequate finances to hire a babysitter, poor
judgment as to the suitability of a babysitter, or ignorance 'on the
part of the family as to the necessity of a child care arrangement.
Additional reasons for the instability of child care arrangements involve the lack of convenient resources and :the difficulty of
maintaining sati sfactory arrangements.
The prevalence of the complainant's discrediting,as a part of
the com.plaint process has been discussed in Chapter III.

Several

possible reasons were suggested as to the function of this universal
characteristic: discrediting information could be a means for the
complainant to legitimize his complaint, discrediting information
may reflect the complainant's value judgment of the family being reported, discrediting information may be used by the complainant to
present himself to the agency as a person who is competent to judge
the situation he reports.

This behavior pattern on the part of the
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complainant needs to be further examined as it could be an important
factor in his own motivation for assuming the responsibility for his
role in the complaint process.

This suggests the hypothesis that the

complainant will not assume responsibilityfqr making a:_protective
service referral until he can support his interpretation of the complaint situation with discrediting information.

Another possible ex-

planation is a concept of the cumulative effect of the complaint situation on the complainant in which the situation becomes more serious
to the complainant the longer he knows about it until, under the
weight of the cumulative evidence, he feels compelled to report it.
Investigatjon of:these

posf?ibiliti~s would

add light to the puzzling

data regarding the time lag between the situation being observed and
reported.
Protective services for children are based on the premise that
someone in the community will report a situation that appears to
jeopardize a child.

However, the findings of this study indicate that

several factors, including the seriousness of the situation, are not decisive in the complainant's reporting of a case.

It is a well publi-

cized fact that many cases of child abuse or severe neglect do not
get reported until they are identified in mortality statistics.

These

findings raise the question of evaluating the effectiveness of the present system of detecting and reporting protective service cases.
Generalizing from the above information, one might
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hypothesize that the present system of identifying protective service
cases is inadequate.

III.

THEORY OF THE COMPLAINT PROCESS

The community phase of the complaint process needs to be examined more thoroughly, as it is the base upon which the present
system of protective services rests.

Based on the findings of this

study, and drawing upon the finding s of Young's study of child ,neglect
and abuse (1964), certain speculations can be made which serve as a
guide to understanding the role of the complainant, and which identify
areas requiring further examination.
questions.

Attention will be given to these

What can be said about the complainant?

come to as sume thi s role?

How does he

How doe s the family being complained

about affect this process?
Although information was not obtained about the complainant's
socio-economic status, educational background, race, age or occupation,there is still significant information that lends itself to the
formulation of a profile of the
who the 'complairiantis .
. relatives.

compla~nant.

Chapter III dealt with

It was found that forty-three were non": :.'

Of these forty-three, 94 per cent observed the situation

first hand, and in only four of the cases reported by non-relatives
was the situation thought to be an isolated incident.

These findings,

taken together, suggest that the complainant lived within close
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geographical proximity to the child's family.

Most complainants are

neighbors.
What does the complainant do in the process of making the complaint?

Some of the complainants in this study mentioned their at-

tempts to- help the family involved, either expressing their concern
for the child or their disapproval of the situation.

M.any di scus sed

the situation with other neighbors or relatives either as an attempt
to interpret the behavior or to seek confirmation and support in their
decision to report the situation..
Why does the complainant accept this responsibility?

Much has

been written about the unwillingness of community residents to become involved in difficultie s outside their immediate family.

It

seems relevant to mention several possibilities that may swing the
pendulum of ambivalence in the direction of taking action.

The com-

plainant may feel a responsibility to make the report, either because
of his concern for the safety of the child or possibly out of concern
that the standards of society be upheld.

He may be concerned that if

the situation is allowed to continue, severe harm or death will occur.
The consequences of allowing this to occur might be feelings of guilt
for not taking action, or it might be concern about what other people
would think if they: knew he allowed this situation to exist and did not
take action.

Another possibility may be the cumulative effect of the

complaint situation in which the complainant tolerates the situation'
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until he can no. longer do so.

This concept would account for length

of time the complainant knew about the situation before reporting it,
even in the most serious cases.

Once the decision is made to report
I

the situation, what doe s the cbmplainant need to know in order to
make a successful complaint?

The complainant needs to recognize

what is harmful to a child physically and emotionally.

He also needs

to know where to call to make the complaint if he expects action to be
taken on his report.

Finally, he needs to be able to. interpret the

behavior he has observed, and be able to communicate what he has
observed.
What is there about the family in the complaint situation that is
useful ip. understanding the complaint process?

Is there some aspect

of the family itself that causes the complainant to make the report,
or is it the cOIllplainant's interaction with the family that forces the
reporting?:

These question;s cannot be answered at this time, but
"

further investigation and study seems imperative if we are to reach
an understanding of the community phase in the protective complaint
process.

Therefore, a brief summary of Young's (1964) findings is

included, with a suggestion for the implication of these findings for
the complainant, who is attempting to alter behavior.
The neglecting parent profile reveals an immature and impulsive parent who is indiffe'rent toward his children. These
parents have few standards of behavior and cannot set limits
for themselves or their children; they are passive in seeking
friendships and do not enjoy other people's company. Public
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criticism.is met with anger--not conformity.
The abusive parent profile describes the parent who gets
perverse satisfaction from the e:t·ct of punishing, which is
divorced from either provocation or rationale. This profile
indicates a rejection by the parent of the normal activities
and interests in life. They refuse outside help; they assume
little responsibility for their actions and have little if any
feelings of guilt.
The consequences of the parental attitudes described in the
profile have serious implications for the community, and more specifically the complainant.

The parents fail to re spondvoluntarily to

the prescribed standards of behavior .of their community.

It seems

safe to assume they will not conform. to the informal social pressures
that normally operate, such as condemnation or ostracism.

The

com.plainants, who may have attem.pted to influence the family's behavior by reasoning or interfering with some form of social pressure,
found they were unsuccessful.

If there is merit to these speculations,

it would seem the complainant saw the agency as a last resort so that
the formal system of a social agency would bring pressures to ;bear
on this family that could not be brought in any other way.

The conl-

cept of last resort could also account for the time lag between observation and reporting that observation.

Could this idea of attempting

to influence the family through informal pres sures account in part
for the time lag in knowing about a situation and reporting it?
It might then be hypothesized that the necessary characteristics
for a protective service complaint include: (1) a complaint situation
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that violate"s the:community norms, (2) first hand observation or
reliable second "hand information of the situation by someone outside
the nuclear family, (3) ability on the part of that someone to interpret the behavior he observes; (4) passage of time for interpreting
the situation and/or deciding that action is required, (5) willingness
to take the responsibility for some action, (6) confirmation or social
support from other s in the community for interpreting and/ or reporting the situation, (7) contact with an agency to lodge the com.plaint, (8) ability to com.municate the complaint situation in such a
manner as to legitimize or make the situation being reported appear
plausible.

CHAPTER V

IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY AND PRACTICE

This chapter discusses some implications of the study for the
building of a system to facilitate reporting.

It explores possible

problems that hinder reporting and suggests areas for further study.
Research in other areas can contribute to the theQry of the complaint
process and several such studies are mentioned.
If a complaint is to be successful, the initial observation of the

situation must be accompanied by a definition that this situation does
not conform to the normal standards of child rearing.

An observer,

then, must act upon his own criteria of child rearing or reach such a
decision in consultation with others.

Thus, public awareness of the

standard of normal child care becomes essential for identification of
a deviant situation.

Education in child rearing practice can serve

two purposes. ·It can help parents in caring for their own children
and define normal standards as a measure of what is acceptable in
the community.
Emo.tional neglect is perhaps the most difficult characteristic
for the layman to, identify (Murphy 1963).

In this study there were no

cases where emotional neglect was mentioned as the only or primary
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characteristic of a situation.
never alone.

It was mentioned eighteen times but

In this area there is a special need for knowledge of

the c ri teria for healthy emotional growth of children.
The cases described in this study are situations where a com.plaint was successfully lodged with an appropriate agency.

They are

unique in the fact that som.eone had contact with the family and was
aware that there was a problem.

The contact was usually a relative,

neighbor, or person who had cared for the child.

It has been sug-

gested that neglecting and abusing fam.ilies often live in relative isolation from normal contacts

(Young~

1964, Wasserman 1967).

these referred cases, then, e.xceptional in the population?

Are

If this is

the case, our social policy should em.phasize efforts that reach out to
identify children in need of protective service rather than reacting
primarily to those instances where there is concern on the part of
som.e individual.

Systematic observation of children by school,

public health, and social agencies with clear responsibility for reporting would aid in the case -finding proce s s (Boardm.an 1963).
The extension of m.andatory reporting laws to cover additional
groups such as child care workers or even all citizens would give
sanction to those who are aware of deviant child care.

The respon-

sibility thus placed upon the observer would by law be channeled to
an official agency that could act upon the report.
The fact that half of the complainants were reported to have
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indicated spontaneously that they had talked to someone else about
the situation indicates that social confirmation of the observation and
complaint decision may play an important role in the complaint process.

Asch (1957) has shown the influence of a group upon the judg-

ment of an individuaL

Considerable pressure to conform to the

majority's judgment is exerted by the knowledge of what others have
decided.

There are clear implications for the complaint proce s s in

Asch's di scus sion.
There are circumstances when the welfare of the individual
and the group requires that each should act according to his
conviction. Indeed, a human community depends on its members to contribute of their thinking and feeling. When this
source of mutual correction and enlightenment is weakened,
the social process is disturbed at its foundations; both the
individual and the group are damaged (p. 23).
Complainants in this study sought confirmation at the family
and neighborhood levels.

When they notified an agency it was a re-

quest for action. by the agency.
service to the public?

Could agencies offer a consultive

If so, there should be public awareness of the

availability of someone who could as sist the observer in making a
judgment while the decision to seek action is being considered.

Such

services might be offered through informal channels by day care
neighbors (Collins, Emlen, and Watsop. 1967), health nurses, or
community agents.
I

The study did not investigate the characteristics of the complainants other than their relationship to the family and their
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involvement in caring for the children.

A more complete picture

could be obtained in further research by investigating factors such as
socio -economic status, education, and position in the informal neighborhood social system.

Interviews with complainants would provide

information for study in greater depth of the motivations for complaints.

A comparison could be made through study of individuals

who knew about an abuse or neglect situation and did not complain.
Such information might be obtained by tracing the contacts of a family
in the period before the situation come s to public attention.

An ex-

ample of information available is contained in a newspaper report of
the murder of a child and the events that preceded it.
About a week later, George Carlings, a student at Portland
State College who lived next door to the Bryants, heard a
strange thumping coming from the Bryants room. "It sounded
as if something was hitting the wall, " he would say later. He
also heard the sound of crying. The next day Ronnie was seen
with another black eye and again, bruises allover his body.
But still another chance to stop Ronnie I s murder went by
when Carlings failed to report the matter to police. "I told
myself not to be a meddler, " he testified later. (Davis 1968)
The unwillingness of the public to intervene in or rep'ort a
crisis situation has had much attention in the public press.

A recent

article in Psychology Today (Darley 1968) describes the steps that
must be taken by an individual before intervention.
notice the situation (observation).
as an emergency (define deviance).

(1) He must

(2) He must interpret the event
(3) He must decide that he has
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personal responsibility for intervention.

Experimental evidence in-

dicated that the ~pres,ence of others inhibited the observation of an
emergency and the definition of the situation as a crisis.

Individuals

who observed an emergency sought confirmation through the behavior
of other s.

If others remained indifferent the observer tended to re-

main indifferent, at least in his actions.
were aware of the crisis and were not

The knowledge that others

responding~

tended to inhibit

the intervention of th-e subjects in these experimental situations.
From the study of other types of crisis situations we might gain insight into the appar:ent apathy or the reluctance to complain indicated
in neglect and abuse cases that go unreported for long periods.
A study of decisive incidents that become the "last straw" in
the proce s s of seeking hospitalization of schizophrenic patients may
have implications for the reporting of child abuse and neglect (Smith,
Pumphrey, and Hall 1963).

The family and community tolerated the

patient even though they understood that he was mentally ill.

The

two most prevalent types of decisive incidents concerned fear of the
patient and social expQ;sure.

Situations that indicate these types of

motivation would correspond to those classified mixed and self concern in this study.

More than half of the complainants from the

private sector showed some degree of concern for self.

Thepersonal

involvement of the complainants through fear of harm or discomfort
to themselves, and the possibility of com.munity awareness that would
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reflect on family pre stige may be factor s in the decision to report the
situation.
The person who observes child abuse that is not severe and life
threatening may face a psychological dilemma.

GiL.and Noble (1967)

in a study of public knowledge, attitudes, and opinions about neglect
and abuse found that 22. 3 per cent of those interviewed thought that
they could injure a child and, in fact, 2. 5 per cent admitted to having
done so in the past.

Boardman (1962) cites the case of two police-

women in a juvenile division r, who decided not to file petitions on
behalf of two abused children and said, in almost identical words,
"I can:understand the problems of the mother.
and rear my children by myself" (p. 47).

I have had to support

Thi s tendency to identify

with the parents hinders the rational assessment of the problem and
can impede the protective response.

The part that this phenomenon

play s in the complaint proce s s could be inve stigated in further research.

It seems that profes sional consultation might playa part in

helping the observer to make a realistic judgment of the situation.
The laws that apply to negligent or abusive families contain a
double me s sage.
his protection.
parent.

The juvenile court acts in behalf of the child for
The criminal court acts punitively toward the abusive

Although the placement of the child is not intended as punish-

ment for the parents it is often regarded as punitive.

This confusion

in society's attitude toward a family may well be reflected in
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confusion on the part of the observer who m.ust decide whether or not
to report the situation.

The adoption of a consistent legal policy of

concern for the entire family would not only simplify the problems of
treatment but would resolve the dilemma of the com.plainant who must
consider what the response to his report will be.
There are differences in the initial services offered by the
three agencie s in thi s study.

The Women' s Protective Divi sion ac-

cepts anonymous complaints, investigates, and can take immediate
action in an emergency.

Welfare accepts anonymous complaints but

doe s not take emergency action such as rem.oving the child without
prior court approval.

The Juvenile Court does not accept anonymous

complaints and does not act to intervene without judicial action.
The com.plainant who desires confidentiality or who is reporting a crisis situation may make more than one call to find the appropriate agency for a specific complaint.

Cooperation between

agencie s in referring complainants to the appropriate agency as sists
the complainant in the process of reporting.

Nevertheless, the com-

plainant's task may be made more difficult by the necessity of
making more than one call.
Young (1964) suggests that a special police division working in
close collaboration with a child welfare agency is the most practical
solution to controver sy about what type of agency should take the iriitial responsibility in neglect and abuse cases.

Complaints could be
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made to either agency with police taking responsibility for investigation and welfare concerning itself with long range planning for and
care of children.

Although there is cooperation among the agencies

in this study there is a duplication of the investigative function that
may make it difficult for complainants to decide which agency to
contact.
Another difficulty for the complainant is presented in the multiple functions of the protective agenc ie s.

The Police Bureau is pri-

marily identified with law enforcement, the Welfare Commission with
public assistance, and the Juvenile Court with delinquency.

No sub-

division of these agencies deals exclusively with protective services.
It seems reasonable to suggest that the public might have difficulty
knowing whom to contact for protection of children.
This project has examined the community's early response to
the mistreatment of children.

The findings outline the complex ele-

ments that comprise a successful complaint.

If, indeed, we have a

responsibility for the protection of children, can we leave the initiation of the process to chance discovery by an interested bystander,
or must we extend our concern through examination and facilitation
of the proce s s?
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William Carey, et al.
Dr. Emlen, Project Advisor

QUESTIONNAIRE ABOUT THE COMPLAINT PROCESS IN
PROTECTIVE SERVICES FOR CHILDREN
. With this questionnaire we are interested in learning about how
Protective Service complaints are made. We are interested in the
network of persons who may be involved either in the complaint
situation or in the complaint process.
Our aim is to develop a classification and description of complaint processes that could suggest ways of intervening more easily
in protective service situations to prevent child neglect.
The questionnaire is designed for use by community agencies
at the point of intake for any complaint or contact made in which
concern is expressed about the care of a child.
The complainant can be any person in the community or any
agency representative making this contact with this agency. 1£ there
is more than one complaint, try to complete a separate questionnaire
for each.
The questionnaire is divided into four sections:
I.

II.

The content of the complaint:
'to which agency?

Who complained about what

Observation of the complaint situation: How did the complainant become involved?

III.

Community involvement in the complaint process: Whom
did the com.plainant talk to about the com.plaint situation and
who became involved (directly or indirectly) in making the
com.plaint.

IV.

Disposition and additional information:
agency's re sponse to the com.plaint?

What was the

Thank you for your help in this study. Please feel free to .
m.ake any suggestions about additional information you think is
relevant.
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Date com.plaint m.ade to agency

. Nam.e of agency receiving
com.plaint:

1.

THE CONTENT OF THE
COMPLAINT

Nam.e of the com.plainant (What
person or agency m.ade this
contact with your agency?):

Nam.e of worker receiving
com.plaint:

Description of the situation
com.plained about.

What did the com.plainant state as the reason for calling at this tim.e?

Did the com.plainant sugge st or im.ply what specific action should be
taken?
Yes
No
If yes, describe:

(Identifying information to be removed after case is checked for
inter -agency duplication)
Family Name
Nam.e( s) of child (children) Age

---------

First Nam.e

Last Name

With whom was child living when
complaint situation occurred?
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II.

OBSERVATION OF THE COMPLAINT SITUATION

Describe how the complainant happened to see or know about
the situation. How well did the complainant know the family and in
what way? Please be as specific as you can about any direct or indirect relationship between the complainant and the family.

To the complainant's knowledge, how long had the situation existed?

Was the complainant taking care of the child(ren) during the period
of time of the complaint si tuation ?
Yes

--- No.....,--Comment:----------------

If yes, was it for pay?

------

Had the complainant ever taken care of the child(ren) in the past?
Yes

--- No--- Comment:----------------

If yes, was it for pay?

--------

Was a breakdown in, or a lack of, a child care arrangement (babysitting) involved in the complaint situation in any way?
Yes

No

---

If yes, who was supposed to be providing the child care and
how did the arrangement break down?
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III.

THE COMMUNITY -INVOLVEMENT PHASE OF THE
COMPLAINT PROCESS

f

Describe in as much detail as you can the complainant's community
contacts leading up to contact with this agency. Before making this
agency contact, whom.did the complainant feel a need to consult or
confide in, and for what apparent purpo se? (Include such contacts
as neighbors, relatives, and agencies, etc.)

If possible would you please go back and number the order of the
sequence in which these people became involved.

IV.

DISPOSITION AND ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

What was the

agenc~'s initial response to the complaint?

Is there any other information that you feel is pertinent?
please include here or attach additional page.

If so,

APPENDIX B

CODING INSTRUCTIONS
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1.

The content of the complaint
(A) Source of the complaint
(a) Agency personnel: any complainant who represents any
organization; e. g., a government agency, church,
school, etc.
(b) Private individual: anyone who feels a personal
responsibility to make a complaint
,Individual acting in his professional capacity: a person
making a complaint because he feels a professional responsibility to do so; e. g., doctor in private practice, parking
lot attendant, babysitter, etc.
(B) Situation complained about (check all that apply)
(1) Neglect
(a) Inadequate physical (bodily); care: severe diaper
rash, ,not clean, etc.
(b) Inadequate food: not enough food or inappropriate
food
(c) Inadequate supervision: children left alone, roaming unattended, or left in the care of an incompetent
person
(d) Inadequate medical care: failure to obtain medical
care or follow through with medical treatment
(e) Exposure to immoral environment: excessive
drinking, bad language, or lewd and lascivious
co -habitation
(f) Unsanitary and unsafe housing conditions: filthy
or badly cluttered
;,<t,'
(g) Inadequate or unsafe housing: "?\T~f'crowded, unheated, structurally unsound, lack of plumbing
(h) Emotional neglect: child ignored, child not provided
with love or affection, parent does not care for child
(i) Failure to send to school
(j) Inadequate clothing: lack of clothing, poor condition
of clothing, or inappropriate clothing
(k) Other neglect
(2) Inadequate parenting ability
(a) Mental illness: parent behaves in a bizarre manner
(b) Physical illness or handicap: parent deaf, mute,
blind, bedfa st
(c) Emotional instability: parent impi;tlsive, unpredictable, withdrawn, easily enraged, '6verly fearful or
protective
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(dt Mental retardation
(e) Other
Abuse
(a) Battering: hitting with hand, hitting with object,
throwing against a wall, burning, or kicking
(b) Sexual abuse: incest, rape, sexual molestation,
seducti ve behavior
(c) Emotional abuse: haras sment, be rating the child,
physical restriction
(d) Other
(4) Abandonment
(a) At home unattended
(b) With babysitter: parents failed to return
(c) In public place unattended: a park, service station,
on the street, etc.
(d) Other
(5) Exploitation~:~
(a) Parents pimping for child
(b) Parents exploiting child through work
(c) Parents induc ing child to steal
(d) Other
(~),

(C) Seriousness of the situation (in terms of harm to child)
When several problem situations are described, code according to the most serious item mentioned. ~:o:~
(a) Marginal: a situation that is not necessarily harmful
but could be detrimental; i. e., an older child (9 -12
years old) left alone for several hours, a dirty child,
an adolescent girl entertaining boys, an existing babysitting arrangement fails
(b) Moderate: children on the street at late hours, excessive drinking in the home, unkempt or unsanitary
housing, .illicit sexual relations in the home, inadequate
diet--no immediate danger, unfit babysitter, older
child left alone for long periods - -all day or all night,
inadequate supervision, or a series of marginal complaints
(c) Serious: small children left alone, failure to educate,
failure to provide adequate medical care, overly punitive (beating, kicking, etc.), young child left alone (to
6 year s), child abandoned in a public place, or indecent

*Item omitted during coding
~:~*Item added during coding
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seductive exposure
(d) Very serious: deforming or maiming a child, harming
a child in a way that threaterls the child's life, scalding,
burning, breaking bones, sexual abuse (incest, rape,
molestation), severe malnutrition
(D) Discrediting information that legitimizes complaint
(a) Divorced or in process of getting a divorce
(b) On public as si stance
(c) Police record
(d) Children removed in the past
(e) Family in debt
(f) Minority race
(g) Mental illness
(h) Immoral behavior on part of parents,
(i) Unemployment
(j) Excessive drinking
(k) Parent unpleasant toward complainant
(1) Mental retardation
(m) Other
(n) None~:o:~
(E) Evidence of complainant's discrediting of parents
Do not look for the severity of the information given to discredit, but how obvious it is that the information has been
given in order to discredit
(a) Strong: the discrediting information is unrelated to the
complaint; e. g., when the complaint is about excess
punishment of children and the complainant states that
the father is unemployed, on welfare, etc.
(b) Inconclusive: the discrediting information is related to
the complaint; e. g., when the complaint is regarding an
inadequate diet and the complainant mentions that the
father is unemployed, on welfare, etc.
(c) No evidence: no discrediting information given
(F) Moti vation fo r the complaint
(a) Genuine concern for child: the complainant does not appear to be motivated by self -inte re st and/ or he expresses concern for the safety or well-being of the child

~:o:qtem

omitted during coding
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(b) Mixed-concern for child and self-concern: the complainant expresses concern for himself or his property
as well as concern about possible harm to the child
(c) Self-concern: the complainant expressed primary concern for himself or his property; e. g., a garden is
being ruined, a sitter is owed money, excessive noise
is being made, property is being destroyed, the complainant wants custody of the children
(d) Call made at the request of someone else
(e) Vindictiveness toward parent~:~
(f) Vindictiveness toward child~:~
(g) Other~:~
(h) Unknown
(G) Action sugge sted or implied by complainant
(1) Appropriateness of complainant's suggested action to
f?ervices_ provided by the agency: This item refers to
the appropriateness of a suggested action to services
provided by the agency- -not to the appropriateness of
the suggested action to the role of any individual employee within the agency.
(a) Appropriate: a suggestion to the police that they investigate, a suggestion to a welfare Faseworker that
a mother needs help in learning to take better physical care of her child, a suggestion to the juvenile
court that a child be removed, etc.
(b) Inappropriate: a suggestion to the police department
that a child's legal custody be changed, a suggestion
to the juvenile court that a night visit be made, etc.
(c) Questionable: anything that doesn't fit into the
above categories
(2) Complainant's recommended or implied action
(a) No sugge stion
(b) Investigation
(c) Counsel parents
(d) Coerce parentf? into adequately caring for children
('e) Terminate parental right
(f) Pro secute parents
(g) Place the children in the horne of the complainant,
a friend or relative
(h) Rem.ove children

~:~Item

omitted during coding
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(i) Other
(j) Place children in shelter or foster

care>:o:~

(H) Age
If a child is described as being a year old, he should be
placed in the 13 :month through 2 year old category. If e s ...
ti:mated ages are given, such as if the child is described as
2 or 3 years of age, use the upper age bracket.
(a) 0 -12 :months
(b) 13 :months-2 years
(c) 3-5 years
(d) 6-11 years
(e) 12 years and older
(f) Unknown
(I) The person the child was living with at the ti:me of the co:mplaint situation; This refers to the child's place of per:manent residence. The child is considered a resident in his
parental ho:me if he is living with either parent. >:o:~
(a) Parental ho:me
(b) With a relative
(c) With a babysitter
(d) Foster ho:me
(e) Other
(f) Unknown

II.

Observation of the: co:mplaint situation
(A-l) How the complainant happened to see or know about the
situation
(a) Direct observation: this includes any observation
(b) Second-hand infor:mation
(c) Infor:mation given to co:mplainant by victi:m
(d) Unable to deter:mine
(A-2) Sex
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

of co:mplainant
Male
Female
Sex unknown
Inapplicable (agency, etc.)

*>:qte:m added during coding
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(A-3) RelatioJ;lship between complainant and family
Relative
(a) Self-referral by child
(b) Mother
(c) Father
(d) Step-mother
(e) Step -father
(f) Maternal grandparent
(g) Paternal grandparent
(h) Other relative
Non-relative
(a) Neighbor
(b) Pre sumed neighbor
(c) Stranger*
(d) Acquaintance
(e) Friend
(f) Physician
(g) Housekeeper~:~
(h) Babysitter
(i) Parent of a friend of the child
(j) Anonymous
(k) Other
(1) Landlord or apartment manager>:o:~
Agency personnel
(a) Public Health personnel
(b) School pe r sonne1
(c) Juvenile court per sonne1
(d) Public welfare personnel
(e) Church representatives
(f) Other
(g) Law enforcement agency~:~~~
Unknown'
(B)

The length of time the situation had existed to the comp1ainant's knowledge
(a) An isolated event
(b) Some prior knowledge: includes any situation reported that is not based on a single episode or event
(c) Clearly substantiated knowledge based on a long
history of the complaint situation: those situations

~:qtem

omitted during coding
>:o:qtem added during coding
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that had existed more than three months to the complainant's knowledge
(d) Unknown
(C-l) Was the complainant caring for the child(ren) during the
period of time of the complaint situation?
(a) .Yes
(b) No
(c) Unknown
(C-2) If yes, was it for pay?
(a) Yes
(b) No
(c) Unknown: Check as unknown if preceding question is
answered unknown.
(d) Not-applicable:>:o:~Showas not applicable all items
checked no in preceding question.
(D-l) Had the complainant ever taken care of the child(ren) in
the past?
(a) Yes
,(b) No
(c) Unknown
(D-2) If yes, was it for pay?
(a) Yes
(b) No
(c) Unknown: Show as unknown if the preceding question
is answered unknown.
(d) Not-applicable:>:o:~Showas not applicable all items
checked no in preceding question.
(E-l) Was a breakdown in, or a lack of, a child care arrangement involved in the complaint situation in any way?
(a) Yes
(b) No
(c) Unknown
(E -2) If yes, relationship of child care arrangement to the complaint situation
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(a) Breakdown in existing arrangement: e. g., a babysitter leaves the place where she is caring for children, thereby leaving the children unattended
(b) Previous babysitting arrangement failed; no arrangements made for the present: e. g., sitter sick, injured, on vacation, etc. ,with no arrangement made
by the mother for a replacement
(c) Failure to make a child care arrangement:
g., no
child care arrangement has been made for the present
and there is no mention of a previous child care arrangement having been made in the pa-st
(d) Inadequate child care arrangements made: e. g., sitter too young or physically handicapped to care for
the child or a neighbor asked to look in on a very
young child in a nearby home periodically
(e) Not applicab1e>:o:<

e.

(F-1)

(F -2)

Person who was supposed to be providing child care
(check all that apply)
(a) Mother
(b) Father
(c) Sibling
(d) Grandparent
(e) Other relative
(f) Group care center
(g) Paid sitter
(h) Neighbor
(i) Friend
(j) Other
(k) No one
(1) Unknown
(m) Not applicab1e>:o:<
The way the child care arrangement broke down (check all
that apply)
(a) Parent failed to arrive home at designated time
(b) Child not taken to regular sitter by parent
(c) Sitter refused to continue with arrangement due to lack
of pay
(d) Sitter ill
(e) Sitterinjured

~:o:<Item.

added during coding
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(Jf)

Sitte,:rde:setted::chilcJ.l"J:~J)

(g). Sitter not supervi sing children adequately
(h) Unknown
(i.) Other
(j) Notapplicable>:o:~

III.

Did the complainant discus s the situation with anyone before
making the complaint?
(a) Yes
(b) No
(c) Unknown: this should be checked unless the questionnaire
specifically states the complainant did or did not discuss the
situation with another person prior to making the complaint

IV.

The agency's initial response to the complaint (check all that
apply)
(a) Not accepted for services
(b) Investigation initia!d
(c) Children placed in ~ster care, shelter care or detention
(d) Consultation with professional person outside the agency

>:o:qtem added during coding
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INDIVIDUAL CODE SHEET
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Item Omitted
or Combined

Category
Code
1.

Column
Number

The content of the complaint
A.

Source of the compaint
a. Agency per sonnel
b. Private individual and/or
indiyidual acting in professional capacity

B.

Situation complained about
1. Neglect
a. Inadequate physical
(bodily) care
b. Inadequate food
c. Inadequate supervision
d. Inadequate medical
care
Expo sure to immoral
e:~
environment
'f. Unsanitary and unsafe
living conditions
Inadequate
and unsafe
g.
housing
h. Emotional neglect
i. Failure to send to
school
clothing
Inadequate
j.
k. Other

1
2

2.

3.

Inadequate parenting
ability due to:
a. Mental illne s s
b. Physical illness'
or handicap
c. Emotional instability
d. Mental retardation
e. Other
Abuse
a. Battering
b. Sexual abus e
c. Emotional abuse

5

32
33

29
(I-B-l-a)
31
34
(I-B-l-f)

35
' (I-B-2)
36
( Omitted)

37

30

l08

Item Omitted
or Combined

Category
Code
d.

38

C.

Seriousness of situation
a. Marginal
b. Moderate
c. Serious
d, Very Serious

6

D.

Discrediting information
that legitimizes complaint
a. Divorced or in
process of getting
divorce
b. On public assistance
c. Police record
d. Children removed
in the past
e. Family in, debt
f. Minority race
g. Mental illness
h. Immoral behavior
on part of parents
i. Unemployment
j. Exc e s sive drinking
k. Parent unpleasant
toward complainant
1. Mental retardation
m. Other
n. None

1
2

3
4

2

3
4

5

6
7
8

9
10

Other

Abandonment
a. At home unattended
b. With babysitter,
parents failed to
return
In
public place
c.
unattended
d. Other

4.

1

Column
Number

7

(I .. D:"m)
(Omitted)

(l-D-m)

(l-D-g)
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Category
Code

Item Omitted
or Combined

E.
1
2
3

F.

Motivation for complaint
a. Genuine concern
for child
b. Mixed concern for
child and self
concern
c. Self concern
d. Gall made at the
request of someone else
e. Unknown

G.

Action suggested or
implied by complainant
1. Appropriatenes s of
complainant's suggested
action to services provided by the agency
a. Appropriate
r
b. Inappropriate
c. Questionable

1

2

3
4

5

1
2
3

Evidence of complainant's
discrediting of parents
a. Strong
b. Inconclusive
c. No evidence

2.

1
2
3
4

Complainant's recommended or implied
action
a. No sugge stion
b. Inve stigation
c. Counsel parents
d. Coerce parents into
adequately caring for
children
e. Terminate parental
rights
f. Pro secute parents

Column
Number

8

9

10

11

(Omitted)
(Omitted)

•
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Category
Code

Item Omitted
or Combined

5

g.

6
7
8

h.
i.
j.

H.

1.

1
2

3
4

5
IL

1
2

3

4

Age
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Column
Number

Place the children
in the home of the
complainant, a
friend or relative
Remove children
Other
Place children in
shelter or foster
care
(Omitted)
0-12 months
13 months-2 years
3-5 years
6-11 years
12 yeq.rs or older
Unknown

The person with whom the
child was living at the time
of the complaint situation
a. Parental home
b. With a relative
c. With a babysitter
d. Foster home
e. Other
f. Unknown

Observation of the complaint
situation
A. 1. How the complainant
happened to see or know
about the situation
a. Direct observation
b. Second-hand
information
c. Information given to
complainant by victim
d. Unable to dete rmine

12

(Omitted)

13

III

Item Omitted
or Combined

Category
Code
2.

Sex of complainant
a. Male
b. Female
c. Sex unknown
d. Inapplicable
(agency, etc.)

3.

Relationship between
complainant and family
a. Relative
(Subcategories
omitted)
b. Non-relative
c. Agency personnel
d. Unknown

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4

B.

1
2
3

4

The length of time the si tuation had existed to the complainant's knowledge
a. An isolated event
b. Some prior knowledge
c. Clearly substantiated
knowledge based on a
long history of the
complaint situation
d. Unknown

Column
Number
14

15

16
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Item Omitted
or Combined

Category
Code

D. 1.

1
2
3
2.

If yes, was it for pay?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Unknown
d. Not applicable

1.

Was a breakdown in, or
a lack of, a child care
arrangement involved in
the .complaint situation in
any way?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Unknown

1
2
3
0
E.

1
2
3
2.

1
2

3
4

0
, F .. 1.
-

1
2

Had the complainant
ever taken care of the
child( ren) in the past?
a. Yes
b. No
c, Unknown

If yes, relationship of
child care arrangement
to the complaint situation
a. Breakdown in existing
arrangement
b. Previous babysitting
arrangement failed; no
arrangement made for
the present
c. Failure to make a child
care arrangement
d. Inadequate child care
,arrangements made
e. Not applicable
Per?on whowas_~~':lpposedto
be providing child care
a. Mother
OTHER RELATIVE

Column
Number

19

20

21

22

23
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Item. Om.itted Colum.n
or Com.bined Num.ber

Category
Code
b. Father
c. Sibling
d. Grandparent
e. Other relative
f. Group care center
NON -RELATIVE
g. Paid sitter
h. Neighbor
i. Friend
j. Other
k. No one
1. Unknown
m.. Not applicable

3

4

a
2.
1

2

3
4

III.

1

(II-F-l-e)
(II -F -1 -e)
(II -F -1 .. e)
( Om.itted)

( Om.itted)
( Om.itted)

The way the child care
arrangem.ent broke down
PARENT FAILURE
a. Parent failed to
arrive hom.e~ at
de signated hour
b. Child not taken to
regular sitter by
parent
SITTER FAILURE
c. Sitter refused to continue with arrangem.ent
( Om.itted)
d. Sitter ill
e. Sitter injured
f. Sitter deserted
children
g. Sitter not supervising
adequately
(II-F -2 -i)
h. Unknown
i. Other
j. Not applicable

Did the com.plainant di scus s the
situation with anyone before m.aking
the com.plaint?
a. Yes

24

25
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Category
Code

Item Omitted
or Combined
b.
c.

2

IV.

No
Unknown

The agency's initial response
to the complaint
a. Accepted for services
b. Not accepted for
services
c. Investigation initiated
d. Children placed in
foster care 1 shelter
care, or detention
e. Consultation with professional person outside the agency

1
2

3
4

5

Column
Number

(Omitted)

26

Added categories:
1-7

1
2
3

4

Number of situations reported by
complainant

27

Typ~

28

of situation reported
Inadequate supervision, no abuse
Abuse, no inadequate supervi sion
Inadequate supervision and abuse
Neglect, no abuse or inadequate
supervi sion

APPENDIX E
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Referral source
l_

Agency
Private
WPD
Shelter Care
Family Service
Children I s Department
Juvenile Court

31
70
101

56
16
3
18
8
101

Seriousness of situation
Marginal
Moderate
Serious
Very Serious

13
43

36
9
161

Discrediting information
Divorced
Public Assistance
Police Record
Child Removed
Mental Illnes s
Immoral Behavior
Drinking
Parent Unpleasant
Other
None

26
5
5
2

4
11

32

o
2

14
101

Evidence of discrediting information
Strong
Inconclusi ve or No

69
32
101

116
, Motivation
Child Concern
Mixed Concern
Self Concern
Unknown

56
28

12

5
101

Appropriatene s s of recommendations
Appropriate
Inappropriate

44

57
101

Recommended actions
No Suggestion
Inve stigation
Counsel Parents
Coerce Parents
Place Children in a Known Horne
Remove Children
Other
None

45
25
2
3
4
4

5
13
101

How complainant knew about situation
Direct Observation
Second-Hand Observation
Unknown

64
19
18
101

Time complainant knew about the situation
prior to complaining
Isolated Event
Some Prior Knowledge
Clearly a Long History
Unknown

15

49
21
16
101

117
Cornplainant caring for child at tirne of complaint
11

Yes
No
Unknown

89
1

101
Cornplainant cared for child in the past
Yes
No
Unknown

19
57
25
101

Breakdown in or lack of a child care arrangement
at the time of the complaint
Yes
No
Unknown

47
53
1
101

Reason child care arrangement failed
Exi sting Arrangement failed
Previous Arrangement failed
No New Arrangernent
Failure to Make an Arrangernent
Inadequate Arrangement

9

'2
25
11
47

Who was supposed to be caring for the
child at the time the arrangement failed?
Mother
Other Relative
Non-Relative
Unknown

26
9
12

o
47

Did complainant di scus s situationprior to
rnaking complaint?
Yes
No or Unknown

50
51
101

118
Response of the agency to the complaint
Accepted for Service
Not Accepted for Service
Inve stigation
Plac ed Child

3
8
72
18
101

Number of characteristics reported in
a single complaint
1 Characteristic
2 Characteristics
3 Characteri stic s
4 Characteristics
5 Characteri stic s
6 Characteristics
7 Characteristic s

44
27
20
8
1

o
1
101

Type s of situations
Abuse
Neglect
Inadequate Supervi sian

32
22
47
101

Inadequate supervision involved in the
complaint
Yes
No

49
52
101

Abuse involved in the complaint
Yes
No

32

69
101

Immoral behavior involved in the complaint
Yes
No

24

77
101

119
Inadequate medical care involved in the complaint
Yes

22

No

79
~l

01

Inadequate food involved in the complaint
Yes

No

20

81
101

Unsafe living conditions involved in the
complaint
Yes

15

No

86
101

Emotional neglect involved in the complaint
Yes

No

12

89
101

Inadequate clothing involved in the complaint
Yes

11

No

90
101

. Inadequate parenting involved in the com.plaint
Yes

No

6
95
101

Abandonment involved in the complaint
Yes

No

7

94
101
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Variable
Agency code
Agency case Number
Agency case number
Agency code
Source of complaint
Se riousne s s of situation
Di s c r editing info rmati on that
legitimizes complaint
Evidence of complainant's
discrediting of parents
Motivation for complaint
Appropriatene s s of complainant's
suggested action to services
provided by the agency
Complainant's recommended or
implied action
The person with whom the child was
living at the time of the
complaint situation
How the complainant happened to see
or know about the situation
Sex of complainant
Relationship between complainant and
family
The length of time the situation had
existed to the complainant's.
knowledge
Was the complainant caring for the
child(ren) during the period of time
of the complaint situation?
If yes, was it for pay?
Had the complainant ever taken care of
the child( ren) in the past?
If yes, was it for pay?
Was a breakdown in, or a lack of a child
care arrangement involved in the
complaint situation in any way?
If yes, relationship of child care arrangement to the complaint situation
Person who was supposed to be providing
child care

Variable
CateCode
Column gories
ID
ID
ID
AGCY
SRCE
SOS

3
4

5
6
9
5

5
6

2
4

DSCR

7

10

EVID
MOTV

8
9

3

ACTN

10

3

RECM

11

8

LIVE

12

5

KNEW
SEX

13
14

4
4

REL

15

4

TIME

16

4

CARE
PAY

17
18

3
4

PAST
MONY

19
20

3
4

ARNG

21

3

RCCA

22

5

SUPD

23

5

1

2

5
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Variable
The way the child care arrangement
broke down
Did the complainant di scus s the
situation with anyone before
making the complaint?
The agency's initial response to
the complaint
Number of situations
Type of situation
Inadequate supervision
Abuse
Exposure to immoral environment
Inadequate medical care
Inadequate food
Unsafe, inadequate, or unsanitary
housing
Emotional neglect
Inadequate clothing
Inadequate parenting
Abandonment
Reserved for control

Categories

Variable
Code

Column

BRKE

24

4

DISC

25

2

RSVP
NSIT
TSIT
INSP
ABUS
IMOR
MED
FOOD

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

5
7
4
2
2
2
2
2

UNSF
EMOT
CLTH
PRNT
ABAN

34
35
36
37
38

'2

39-40

2

2
2
2

APPENDIX G

MATRIX OF CORRELATIONS AMONG VARIABLES STUDIED

I,

I

TSIT

TSIT

SOS

.82***

ARNG

.79***

DISC

.47>:'*

EVID

.39':'
- ~ 08 a
: 60 b >:,

ARNG

SOS

DISC

EVID

MOTV

TIME

PAST

CARE

.30

-.33

AGCY

REL

I

MOTV

.39***

.S4***

-.28

-.44**

-.21
.48
_. gle

d

_.S2 h **
_. S4 i

TIME

.

.48**
.83 f ***
.20 g

.14
-.38j
.03 i

_.27 h

l6'~

-.44*

PAST

-.04

.09

CARE

-.03

.39

AGCY

.20>:'*

.11

REL

.06

.01

a for high SOS
b for low SOS
c for inadequate supervision
d for abuse
e for neglect

.14**
-.OS
_.32 h

jfor relatives

-.79***

.39

-.14***

-.28
.19 h

.22

_.03 h

.30***

-.03

.97 h

.4S h

.29

I

All correlations are ganunas or Yule's Q for th~total
sam.ple unless indicated.

= p > .10
* =P < .10
** = P < . OS
*,~;\: = P < .01

f for low SOS
gfor high SOS
h for private sector

i-'

i for non- relatives

N

N

IIIH

III

